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Introduction
The Chinese Imperial Post, which was the first national postal system in China, was established under Sir Robert
Hart in February 1897; however, China did not become a member of the U.P.U. until 1914. This meant that Chinese
stamps were not recognized for payment of postage on mail addressed outside China, even though there were no
longer any domestic postal charges for such mail. According to Hosea B. Morse, a senior official of the Imperial
Maritime Customs Service who assisted in the organization of the Imperial Post, the sender or Chinese post office
franked foreign mail with both Chinese stamps at the U.P.U. rate and the equivalent foreign stamps as prepaid mail,
and this was then passed to the appropriate foreign post office for canceling the stamps and onward transmission
overseas. There was an infrequently used alternative to the necessity of applying the actual Chinese stamps or
postage. The period from 1899 through 1904 is generally known as the I.P.O. (Imperial Post Office) tie-print period,
as the foreign stamps on these letters remained uncanceled until handled by the foreign post office. Consequently,
each district Imperial Post Office applied its specific I.P.O. tie-print to the foreign stamps, a practice which has
been considered by experts such as Mick Goldsmith to demonstrate that the Chinese post office would not allow
these stamps to pass through its system uncanceled, as opposed to the traditional belief that the I.P.O. tie-print was
a sort of security marking. These combination covers represent a fascinating and colorful collecting field, with
a multitude of unusual domestic origins, usages, and foreign destinations, as well as crossover with other postal
history subjects. Following postal treaties with the various Foreign Powers in 1902-1905, foreign postage stamps
were no longer required on international mail.
Colonel Francis Webb’s chapter on the Chinese Imperial Post in his monumental work, The Philatelic and Postal
History of Hong Kong and the Treaty Ports of China and Japan, published by the Royal Philatelic Society in 1961,
remains the principal guide to the I.P.O. tie-prints, with an updated Scarcity Guide published by Patrick Pearson
in 1993. An “I.P.O. Team” was briefly formed in 2001 under the auspices of the Postal History Society of China,
and serious study was continued by such prominent postal historians as Dr. Stephen Gates and Mick Goldsmith. It
was always Mick’s goal to publish a new work on the I.P.O. tie-prints, but, unfortunately, he was prevented from
completing this project due to a lengthy illness. The I.P.O. tie-prints have been both a popular collecting area and
integral part of other related subjects, particularly in view of the wide scope covered during this six year period.
There have been two auction catalogues of note featuring collections of I.P.O. tie-prints, the Allan Kerr collection
sold by Earl P.L. Apfelbaum (Philadelphia, Dec. 12, 1990) and “The I.P.O. Tieprints” collection offered by Treasure
Hunters (Hong Kong, Feb. 23, 1991), now surpassed by the present auction catalogue. Interestingly, the I.P.O. Team
recorded some 500 items of mail matter with I.P.O. tie-prints, which, if truly accurate, means that the collection of
approximately 280 covers and cards being offered in this auction catalogue contains a staggering amount of such
surviving mail. There is no doubt that this comprehensive collection is the largest such ever formed for the I.P.O.
tie-prints.
In the following offering, there are 26 major towns or postal districts represented utilizing I.P.O. tie-prints. The first
town to use the I.P.O. tie-prints was Swatow, beginning in January 1899, and the collection has a January 19, 1899
usage on cover. In some other early instances, the Shanghai I.P.O. tie-print was employed on mail originating from
offices which did not yet have their own tie-print. Continuing research has shown that attributions of certain types of
I.P.O. tie-prints to cities such as Kiukiang are no longer valid, and the “Tientsin” so-called type 2 tie-print is actually
Taku. What is fascinating is the handling of mail from the smaller or outlying localities by the district post offices.
The collection includes examples from most such documented towns, in many cases with their own tombstone or
non-standard types of cancellations. Foochow is equally fascinating with mail originating in Pagoda Anchorage and
Foochow Arsenal passing through this district office. In the case of the district offices, the cancellation of Chinese
stamps by dollar daters during parts of the 1899 period represent a study in itself as far as late usages. Since the
overwhelming majority of I.P.O. tie-print covers are franked with Hong Kong stamps, the rarity of the stamps of
the other Foreign Post Offices may not be fully appreciated by the average collector, when one sees the number of
such usages in this collection. The five Foreign Post Offices, other than the British Post Office, are represented, with
two examples from the Russian Post Office originating in Hankow and presumably carried on the Trans-Siberian
Railway, and three U.S. Postal Agency usages from Chungking, Foochow, and Nanking. The postal stationery cards
could form a collection in itself. Finally, the I.P.O. covers and cards in this collection also depict important and
noteworthy examples of the treatment of registered and underpaid (Postage Due) mail. All of the above represents
approximately twenty-five years of active and diligent search throughout both the auction and private sectors in the
formation of this extraordinary collection.
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IPO TieprintsPostal History Cancels & Postmarks

Amoy

2501

2501 )

1899 (Apr. 10) Hong Kong 4c postal stationery card from Amoy to Loebe, Austria, arriving 5.13; written in
Volapuk with Chinese printed label, showing “Amoy” dollar dater (the 25th Year of Emperor Kuang Hsu simplified
to Chinese numerals “two five”), the indicia with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/C” c.d.s. (4.12), Fine to
Very Fine, and an exceptional usage, illustrated in Explore Dollar Daters (1897-1913) Taipei: Philatelic Writer’s Club,
2007, p. 154, ex W.S. Kong.
Estimate $12,000 - 15,000
A very late and possibly the latest recorded use of the Amoy dollar dater.
The dollar dater relates to either payment in cash, subscriber’s card, or acceptance of foreign postage applied by the
sender (“Postal Note, No. 14” of April 3, 1897).

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2502

2502 )

6

1899 (June 28) envelope (embossed “Custom House, Amoy” seal on flap) from Amoy to Rugby, England (7.30),
bearing I.C.P. 4c with C.I.P. 2c, 4c and 10c, canceled by “Amoy” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong
Chinese character surcharge 20c on 30c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/C” c.d.s. (7.1), Fine to Very
Fine double rate franking.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2503

2503 )

1899 (Dec.) Volapuk picture postcard from Amoy to Glücksburg, Germany (1.9.1900), bearing Hong Kong 4c
with “Amoy” unframed security handstamp in violet and “Hong Kong/C” c.d.s. (12.13), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2504

2504 )

2505

1900 (Jan. 15) registered envelope from Amoy to Potsdam, Germany (2.17), bearing C.I.P. 10c, 30c and 50c,
canceled by “Amoy” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 30c vertical pair and Chinese character
surcharge 20c on 30c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/D” c.d.s. (1.17), showing “Amoy/No. A34”
framed registration handstamp adjacent, some light rust in the margins of the C.I.P. stamp, most noticeable on the
10c, Fine to Very Fine registered eight-fold rate.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2505 )

1900 (Feb. 19) Hong Kong 1c postal stationery card from Amoy to Salzburg, Austria (3.22), written in Volapuk,
bearing C.I.P. 1c and 2c, cancelled by “Amoy” bilingual c.d.s., uprated with Hong Kong 4c with “I.P.O.” framed tieprint and “Hong Kong/B” c.d.s. (2.21), Chinese postage underpaid by 1c and Hong Kong postage overpaid by 1c,
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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2506

2506 )

2507

1900 (July 6) envelope from Amoy to Paris, bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Amoy” bilingual c.d.s., in combination
with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/B” c.d.s. (7.8), the Hong Kong stamp has a
rounded corner at lower left, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2507 )

1900 (July 25) postcard from Amoy to Budapest, Hungary, bearing C.I.P. 4c, canceled by “Amoy” bilingual c.d.s.,
in combination with Hong Kong 4c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (7.27), showing “Ligne
N/Paq. Fr. No. 4” octagonal datestamp (7.30), light ageing around C.I.P. 4c, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2508

2508 )

2509

1900 (Dec.) postcard from Amoy to Flensburg, Germany (1.17.1901), bearing C.I.P. 4c with “Amoy” unframed
security handstamp in violet but uncanceled, in combination with Hong Kong 2c (2) with “Amoy” unframed security
handstamp on one stamp, “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong” c.d.s. (12.18), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2509 )

1901 (Apr. 26) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Amoy to Rixdorf, Germany (6.8), bearing C.I.P. ½c and 4c,
cancelled by “Amoy” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 4c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong
Kong/B” c.d.s. (5.1), Chinese postage overpaid by 1½c, toned, Fine appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2510

2510 )

2511

1901 (Aug. 26) Hong Kong 2c postal stationery envelope from Amoy to Leipzig, Germany (9.14), showing
“Amoy” bilingual origin c.d.s. indicating subscriber’s card or prepaid in cash, in combination with Hong Kong 4c
pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (8.28), flap at back missing, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2511 )

1901 (Aug. 12) Hong Kong 2c postal stationery envelope from Amoy to Frankfurt, Germany (9.14), showing
“Amoy” bilingual origin c.d.s., indicating payment in cash, subscriber’s mail, or acceptance of foreign postage
applied by the sender, in combination with Hong Kong 4c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Victoria/Hong
Kong” c.d.s. (8.14), the left Hong Kong 4c is crossed by a letter fold and the cover has a 54mm vertical slit running
parallel to but not affecting the stamp, Fine to Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2512

2512 )

1901 (Oct. 21) Hong Kong surcharged in black 4c on 3c reply paid card from Amoy to Paris, message portion,
written in Volapuk and with accompanying labels in Chinese, showing “Amoy” bilingual origin c.d.s. indicating
subscriber’s mail or prepaid in cash, indicia with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (10.23),
card has small tear at top, Fine to Very Fine, ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

Canton

2513

2513 )

2514

1899 (Jan. 27) envelope from Canton to Yokohama, bearing I.C.P. 5c with C.I.P. 1c and 2c pair, canceled by
“Canton” dollar dater, in combination with Hong Kong 10c with blue crayon line (pre-I.P.O. tie-print) and “Hong
Kong/A” c.d.s. (1.28), a few faults, Fine to Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2514 )

1899 (Feb. 3) envelope from Canton to Heilbronn, Germany (3.4), bearing 1897 New Currency small figures
surcharge on Dowager first printing 10c on 8ca, canceled by “Canton” dollar dater, in combination with Hong Kong
10c with blue crayon line (pre-I.P.O. tie-print) and “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (2.4), Fine.
Estimate $12,000 - 15,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2515

2515 )

2516

1899 (Feb. 24) postcard from Canton to Zurich (3.23), bearing C.I.P. 2c pair, canceled by “Canton” dollar dater,
in combination with Hong Kong 2c (2) with blue crayon line (pre-I.P.O. tie-print) and “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (2.25),
showing “Ligne N/“ c.d.s. adjacent (2.25), one Hong Kong 2c stamp has faulty top right corner, otherwise Fine to Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2516 )

1899 (Mar. 17) postcard from Canton to Zwickau, Germany (4.15), bearing C.I.P. 2c pair, canceled by “Canton”
dollar dater, in combination with Hong Kong 2c pair with blue crayon line (pre-I.P.O. tie-print) and “Hong Kong/C”
c.d.s. (3.18), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2517 )

2517

1899 (Apr. 21) envelope from Canton to Tagerweilen, Germany (5.22), bearing 1c, 2c vertical pair and 5c,
canceled by “Canton” dollar dater, in combination with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and
“Hong Kong” c.d.s. (4.22), showing “Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No. [?]” octagonal datestamp (4.22) adjacent, Very Fine and
appealing.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2518

2518 )

1899 (May 25) red-band envelope from Canton to Moulmein, Burma (6.13), via Rangoon (6.12), bearing C.I.P.
10c, canceled by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., and on reverse Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 3) and
“Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (5.26), horizontal letter fold, Fine to Very Fine and an unusual destination.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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2519

2519 )

2520

1899 (July 7) registered envelope from Canton to Bockenem, Germany (8.7), bearing C.I.P. 10c and 20c, cancelled
by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 30c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 3) and “Hong
Kong/A” c.d.s., showing “R/No. 7171” unframed handstamp adjacent, small cover tear at right, Fine to Very Fine
registered double rate, signed P. Holcombe.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2520 )

1899 (Aug. 5) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Canton to Berlin (9.11), bearing C.I.P. 1c and 2c, canceled by
“Canton” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and
“Hong Kong/B” c.d.s. (8.6), the C.I.P. 2c crossed by light horizontal card crease, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2521

2521 )

1899 (Oct. 25) registered red-band envelope from Canton to Haiphong (10.28), bearing on front and back C.I.P.
1c, 2c (2), 5c and 10c, canceled by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong Chinese character
surcharge 20c on 30c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 3) and “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (10.26), showing “R” unframed
handstamp on both sides, the C.I.P. 2c trimmed at foot upon opening of the cover, otherwise Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,500 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2522

2522 )

2523

1899 (Nov. 11) postcard from Canton to Berlin (12.18), bearing C.I.P. 4c, canceled by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., in
combination with Hong Kong 2c (2) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 3) and “Hong Kong/B” c.d.s. (11.12), Fine
to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2523 )

1899 (Dec. 1) envelope from Canton to Basel, Switzerland (1.1.00), redirected to Erfurt (1.3.00), bearing C.I.P. 10c
pair, canceled by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong Chinese character surcharge 20c on 30c
with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 3) and “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (12.2), showing “Yokohama à Marseille/L.N. No.
8” octagonal datestamp (12.2) adjacent, light ageing in places affecting the stamps, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2524

2524 )

1900 (Feb. 14) registered envelope from Canton to Minneapolis, Minnesota (3.27), bearing on reverse C.I.P. ½c
(6), 1c block of six and single, and 2c block of four and single, and on front Hong Kong Chinese character surcharge
20c on 30c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 3) and “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (2.15), showing “R/No. 2089” unframed
handstamp adjacent, opened out for display and the C.I.P. stamps have a few faults/defects due to placement of the
C.I.P. stamps just over edge of the cover, Fine to Very Fine appearance, an attractive franking.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2525

2525 )

2526

1900 (Mar. 24) envelope from Canton to Grossröhrsdorf, Germany (4.24), showing “Canton” bilingual c.d.s.,
indicating payment in cash, subscriber’s mail, or acceptance of foreign postage applied by the sender, in combination
with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (3.25), Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2526 )

1900 (Mar. 29) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Canton to Bangkok (4.11), bearing C.I.P. 1c and 2c, canceled
by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Hong
Kong/A” c.d.s. (3.30), showing “Bangkok/2” arrival c.d.s. adjacent, card has insignificant corner crease, Fine to Very
Fine and a scarce destination.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2527 )

2527

1900 (May 10) envelope from Whampoa to London (6.11), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 5c salmon pair, canceled by
“Canton” bilingual c.d.s., and on front Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Hong Kong/A”
c.d.s. (5.11), light overall toning and horizontal letter fold at foot, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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EX 2528

2528 )

1900 (May 14) piece of parcel wrapper from Canton to San Francisco, bearing C.I.P. 10c, 30c and 50c vertical
pair, canceled by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 10c, 30c and Chinese character
surcharge $1 on 96c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (5.15), and 1901 (Dec.
10) frontispiece of envelope to San Francisco bearing C.I.P. 20c vertical pair with Hong Kong Chinese character
surcharge 20c on 30c similarly canceled, except the “I.P.O.” framed tie-print is type 2, Fine to Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2529

2529 )

1900 (June 8) large registered piece from Canton, bearing C.I.P. 10c, 30c (2) and $1, canceled by “Canton”
bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 10c (2) and Chinese character surcharge 50c on 48c and $1 on 96c
with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Hong Kong/E” c.d.s. (6.9), with “R” and bilingual “Registered” unframed
handstamps adjacent, the $1 on 96c has creased corner perforation, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2530

2530 )

2531

1900 (June 30) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Canton to Bremen, Germany, bearing C.I.P. 1c strip of three,
cancelled by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print
(type 1) and “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (7.1), light ageing and small part of address erased, Fine to Very Fine, signed P.
Holcombe.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2531 )

1900 (July 14) envelope (265 x 127mm) from Canton to Hamburg (8.15), bearing C.I.P. 10c block of four and
vertical strip of three, canceled by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong Chinese character
surcharge 20c on 30c and 50c on 48c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (7.15), central
vertical filing crease and peripheral cover faults affecting C.I.P. stamps, Fine to Very Fine. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2532

2532 )

1900 (Oct. 25) postcard from Whampoa to Hamburg (11.24), showing “Whampoa” and “Canton” bilingual c.d.s.,
indicating payment in cash, subscriber’s mail, or acceptance of foreign postage applied by the sender, in combination
with Hong Kong 4c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (10.26), the frame of the I.P.O.
tie-print has been improved, Very Fine, ex Hummel correspondence.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2533

2533 )

1900 (Nov. 22) envelope from Canton to Geneva, Switzerland (12.22), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 10c from the right
of the pane, canceled by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., and on front Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type
1) and “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (10.23), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2534

2534 )

1900 (Dec. 3) large part envelope/parcel wrapper from Canton to San Francisco (12.31), bearing C.I.P. 20c
vertical pair, 50c and $1, canceled by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong Chinese character
surcharge 20c on 30c vertical pair and 50c on 48c vertical strip of three with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and
“Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (12.4), and San Francisco arrival c.d.s. on reverse, Fine to Very Fine and handsome franking
with commercial use of the high value stamps, signed P. Holcombe.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd

stamps@kelleherasia.com
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2535

2535 )

1900 (Dec. 11) envelope (222 x 96mm, embossed “Custom House, Canton” seal on flap) from Canton to Dresden,
Germany (1.10.01), showing “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., indicating payment in cash, subscriber’s mail, or acceptance
of foreign postage applied by the sender, in combination with Hong Kong 10c strip of three with “I.P.O.” framed tieprint (type 1) and “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (12.12), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2536

2536 )

1901 (Mar. 19) registered red-band missionary envelope from Canton to Liège, Belgium, via Brussels (4.19),
bearing on reverse C.I.P. ½c (2), 1c, 2c (2), 4c, 5c (2), and 10c, canceled by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., and on front Hong
Kong 10c and Chinese character surcharge 20c on 30c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Hong Kong/A”
c.d.s. (3.22), showing “R” and “Registered” bilingual unframed handstamps, the Hong Kong adhesives have small
faults, some gum staining on flaps, Fine to Very Fine franking.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2537 )

2537

2538

1901 (Apr. 27) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Canton to Geneva (5.29), bearing C.I.P. 1c and 2c, canceled
by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and
“Hong Kong/B” c.d.s. (4.28), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2538 )

1901 (Aug. 14) large part envelope/parcel wrapper from Canton to San Francisco (9.12), bearing C.I.P. 30c
vertical strip of three and $1 pair, canceled by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 30c vertical
strip of three and Chinese character surcharge $1 on 96c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and
“Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (8.15), San Francisco arrival c.d.s. on reverse, a few faults, the C.I.P. $1 pair is oxidized,
Fine to Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2539

2539 )

2540

1902 (Feb. 28) envelope from Canton to Zurich (3.23), bearing C.I.P. 2c and 4c pair, canceled by “Canton” bilingual
c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2) and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s.
(3.1), the cover has a couple of insignificant age spots, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2540 )

1902 (Feb. 28) registered envelope from the German Consulate in Canton to Berlin (3.30), “Kaiserlich Deutsches
Konsulat/in Canton” paper seal on flap, bearing C.I.P. 5c salmon vertical pair, canceled by “R” unframed handstamp,
and 10c (3), canceled by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong Chinese character surcharge 20c
on 30c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2) and “Registered G.P.O./Hong Kong” c.d.s. (3.1), the C.I.P. 5c pair
is oxidized, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2541

2541 )

2542

1902 (Mar. 21) postcard from Canton to Fayence, France (4.26), bearing C.I.P. 2c (2), canceled by “Canton”
bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 4c unusually with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2) only, Fine to Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2542 )

1902 (Apr. 21) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Canton to Erfurt, Switzerland (5.25), bearing C.I.P. 2c and
5c “V & C” perfins (Vogel and Company), canceled by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 4c
with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2) and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (4.22), Fine to Very Fine and scarce usage of
the perfins.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2543

2543 )

2544

1902 (May 27) registered envelope (263 x 150mm) from Canton to Bremen, Germany (6.30), bearing on reverse
C.I.P. ½c (10), 1c (14), 2c block of ten, 4c (7), 5c block of four and single, and 10c vertical strip of four, canceled by
“Canton” bilingual c.d.s., with “R” unframed handstamp on front, in combination with Hong Kong 30c brown and
Chinese character surcharge $1 on 96c gray black with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2) and “Registered/G.P.O. Hong
Kong” c.d.s. (5.28), central vertical filing fold crosses six C.I.P. stamps, peripheral cover tears, Fine to Very Fine, and
a spectacular franking.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2544 )

1902 (May 30) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Canton to London, bearing C.I.P. 1c and 2c, canceled by
“Canton” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 4c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2) and “Victoria/
Hong Kong” c.d.s. (5.31), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2545

2545 )

2546

1902 (May) envelope from Shekki to Honolulu, Hawaii (6.6), bearing C.I.P. 20c, canceled by “Shekki/Imperial
Post Office” tombstone handstamp, “Canton” bilingual transit c.d.s. (5.7, on reverse), in combination with Hong
Kong Chinese character surcharge 20c on 30c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2) and “Victoria/Hong Kong”
c.d.s., part of the red color from the back of the cover has suffused through to the front not affecting the stamps and
cancellations, Very Fine example of this tombstone cancellation and a rare destination, ex Paul K.S. Chang.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2546 )

1902 (June) envelope from Canton to San Francisco, “Per S.S. ‘Nippon Maru’”, bearing C.I.P. 10, canceled by
unclear “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2) and
“Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (6.17), a trifle reduced at right, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2547 )

2547

2548

1902 (July 10) large part parcel wrapper from Canton to San Francisco, bearing C.I.P. 10c (2) and $1, canceled
by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong Chinese character surcharge 20c on 30c and $1 on 96c
with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2) and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (7.11), Very Fine. Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2548 )

1902 (July) envelope from Tungkun to Drossenfeld, Germany (arrival), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 10c, canceled
by “Tungkun/Imperial Post Office” tombstone handstamp, with another superb strike on front, additionally tied
by “Canton” bilingual c.d.s. (7.7), in combination with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2) and
c.d.s., the cover (light central vertical filing fold) opened out for display and the Hong Kong adhesive slightly soiled/
discolored, Fine to Very Fine usage with the tombstone handstamp.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

Chefoo

2549

2549 )

2550

1899 (Apr. 9) postcard from Chefoo to Innsbruck, Austria (5.20), redirected to Meran (5.20), bearing C.I.P. 4c,
canceled by “Chefoo” dollar dater, in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and
“Hong Kong/B” c.d.s. (4.18), showing “Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No. 3” octagonal datestamp (4.22) adjacent, light creasing at
left and small areas of light yellowing, otherwise Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2550 )

1899 (Apr. 13) postcard from Chefoo to Graz, Austria (5.19), via Hong Kong (4.28), bearing C.I.P. 4c, canceled
by “Chefoo” dollar dater, “Shanghai” transit dollar dater (4.15), in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with
“I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (4.15), showing “Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No. 3” octagonal datestamp (4.22)
adjacent, two filing punch holes at foot, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2551

2551 )

2552

1899 (Apr. 19) envelope from Takushan to Frederica, Denmark (5.26), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Chefoo”
dollar dater, in combination with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (4.21), “Hong
Kong/B” transit c.d.s. (4.25) on reverse, return address reads “E.N. Danish Lutheran Mission, Takushan, Newchwang”,
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2552 )

22

1899 (Apr.) Straits Settlements 2c postal stationery card to a German warship at Shanghai (4.8), franked with
Straits Settlements 1c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print, but uncanceled, bearing I.C.P. ½c and 5c, canceled by “Chefoo”
dollar dater (4.5), with “Shanghai” dollar dater (4.8, on reverse) and “Shanghai Local Post/F” double-ring arrival
datestamp (4.8), two filing punch holes at foot, Fine to Very Fine and early use of the I.P.O. tie-print.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2553

2553 )

2554

1899 (May 22) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Chefoo to Trieste, Austria (7.1), bearing C.I.P. 4c, canceled
by “Chefoo” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and
“Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (5.24), showing “Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No. 1” octagonal datestamp (6.3) and “Hong Kong /F” transit
c.d.s. (6.1) adjacent, central vertical creasing and slight wear to top left corner not affecting stamps, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2554 )

1899 (Aug. 25) postcard from Chefoo to Weidling, Austria (10.2), via Hong Kong (9.1), bearing C.I.P. 2c vertical
pair, canceled by “Chefoo” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (8.28), in combination with Hong Kong
2c (2) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai” c.d.s. (5.28), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2555

2555 )

1899 (Sept. 4) large piece from Chefoo, bearing Germany Eagle 10pf light carmine and German “China” steep
overprint 3pf yellow brown (Michel 47d, 1IIb. Scott 48, 1a) block of ten (2 x 5) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and
“Shanghai/Deutsche Post” c.d.s. (9.7), showing “Chefoo” bilingual c.d.s. adjacent, the 3pf is oxidized in places and
three stamps creased, Fine to Very Fine, a rare and spectacular piece franked with such a large multiple, with 2013
Steuer certificate.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2556

2556 )

2557

1899 (Sept. 9) Japan 1s postal stationery card from Chefoo to Vienna (10.27), via Shanghai Imperial Post (9.13)
and Yokohama (9.18), bearing Japan Koban 1s and 2s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s.
(9.13), the 1s uncanceled, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2557 )

1899 (Sept. 20) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Chefoo to Lavona, Italy (10.28), bearing C.I.P. 1c and 2c,
canceled by “Chefoo” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print
and “Shanghai/B” c.d.s. (9.23), “Hong Kong/A” transit c.d.s. (9.29), card has reinforced creasing in top right corner,
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2558

2558 )

24

1899 (Sept, 20) envelope from the German Consul in Chefoo to Berlin (10.29), via Shanghai Imperial Post (9.22),
showing “Chefoo” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (9.22, on reverse), bearing German “China”
diagonal overprint 5pf green (Michel 2I. Scott 2a) block of four and vertical pairs (2), with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print
and “Shanghai/Deutsche Post/a” c.d.s. (9.22), the stamp at the top right corner has a tiny split there, Fine to Very Fine,
and an exceptional franking paying the double rate, with 1995 Steuer certificate.
Estimate $25,000 - 30,000
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2559

2559 )

2560

1899 (Sept. 22) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Chefoo to Halifax, Nova Scotia (arrival), bearing C.I.P. 1c
and 2c, canceled by “Chefoo” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (9.24), in combination with Hong
Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (9.25), the card is datelined “Seoul,
Corea, Sept. 12, 1899”, card has light creasing and small tear in margin at top, Fine to Very Fine, scarce origin and
destination.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2560 )

1899 (Oct. 8) ornamental Russian postcard from Chefoo to Virden, Canada (11.12), via Shanghai Imperial Post
(10.12), Yokohama (10.18-19), and San Francisco (11.6), bearing C.I.P. 4c, canceled by “Chefoo” bilingual c.d.s., in
combination with Hong Kong 2c (2) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai” c.d.s. (10.13), Fine to Very Fine,
and a scarce destination.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2561

2561 )

2562

1899 (Oct. 23) German “China” diagonal overprint 10pf postal stationery card from Chefoo to Berlin (12.4),
via Shanghai Imperial Post (10.27), showing “Chefoo” bilingual c.d.s., the indicia with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and
“Shanghai/Deutsche Post/b” c.d.s. (10.28), hand painted illustration of mother and child on reverse, Very Fine and
rare postal stationery usage.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2562 )

1899 (Nov. 23) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Chefoo to Sonderburg, Germany (1.3.00), via Shanghai
Imperial Post (11.25), showing “Chefoo” bilingual c.d.s., bearing German “China” steep overprint 10pf carmine
(Michel 3II. Scott 3) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/Deutsche Post” c.d.s. (11.28), hand painted
illustration of maiden in garden, card has extensive toning and rounded corners, Fine appearance for this rare usage.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2563

2563 )

1899 (Nov. 11) ornamental envelope from Chefoo to Kiel, Germany (12.18), via Shanghai Imperial Post (11.13),
showing “Chefoo” bilingual c.d.s., bearing German “China” steep overprint 5pf green (2) and 10pf carmine (Michel
2II, 3II. Scott 2, 3) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/Deutsche Post/b” c.d.s. (11.13), roughly opened at
back flap with two tears extending to front but not affecting stamps though one passes through the c.d.s. at top left,
Fine to Very Fine, rare and outstanding usage, with 2004 Jäschke-Lantelme certificate. Estimate $20,000 - 25,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2564

2564 )

1899 (Nov. 16) neat envelope from Chefoo to Kiel, Germany (1.2.00), via Shanghai Imperial Post (11.21), showing
“Chefoo” bilingual c.d.s., bearing German “China” steep overprint 5pf green (Michel 2II. Scott 2) pairs (2) with
“I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/Deutsche Post/a” c.d.s. (11.28), sent from on board the S.S. “Hainan” (Hong
Kong), Fine to Very Fine, rare and desirable usage.
Estimate $20,000 - 25,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2565

2565 )

2566

1899 (Nov. 24) postcard from Chefoo to Hamburg, Germany (1.7.00), via Shanghai Imperial Post
(11.29), showing “Chefoo” bilingual c.d.s., bearing German “China” steep overprint 10pf carmine (Michel
3II. Scott 3) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/Deutsche Post/a” c.d.s. (12.4), Very Fine and rare.
Estimate $12,000 - 15,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2566 )

1899 (Dec. 4) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Chefoo to Hamburg (1.9.00), via Shanghai Imperial Post
(12.6) bearing C.I.P. 4c, canceled by “Chefoo” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with
“I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (12.6), Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

2567 )

1899 (Dec. 14) neat registered envelope from Chefoo to Sunderland, England (1.21.00), via Shanghai Imperial
Post (12.18) and London (1.20.00), bearing C.I.P. 10c pair and single, canceled by “Chefoo” bilingual c.d.s. and
red handstruck “R” respectively, in combination with Hong Kong 5c pairs (2, one on reverse) and singles (2) with
“I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (12.18), with “R” in circle handstamp also tying one C.I.P. 10c, Fine
to Very Fine and a lovely registered usage.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2567
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

Chinkiang

2568

2568 )

1899 (Apr. 8) France “Chine” 10c postal stationery card from Chinkiang to Björneborg, Finland (5.16), showing
“Chinkiang” dollar dater, indicating payment in cash, subscriber’s mail, or acceptance of foreign postage applied by
the sender, “Shanghai’ transit dollar dater (4.9), the indicia with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shang-hai/Chine” c.d.s.
(4.10), illustrated in Explore Dollar Daters (1897-1913), p. 105, Very Fine, rare usage of the tie-print on French mail
and an uncommon Scandinavian destination.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2569

2569 )

1899 (Apr. 16) “Consulate of the United States, Chin-kiang, China” corner card envelope from Chinkiang to
New York State (5.25), via Yokohama (4.24) and San Francisco, bearing on reverse C.I.P. 20c, canceled by pakua,
showing matching “Chinkiang” dollar dater on front, “Shanghai” transit dollar dater (4.17), and bearing Japan Koban
20s orange with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print of Chinkiang and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (4.19), the C.I.P. stamp oxidized
and small cover faults at top right corner barely affecting the I.P.O. tie-print, nevertheless Fine to Very Fine and a rare
use of the I.P.O. framed tie-print on Japanese P.O., ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2570 )

2570

2571

1899 (Apr. 18) envelope from Tsingkiangpu to Crawford’s Corners, U.S.A. (5.26), via Yokohama (5.1) and San
Francisco (5.20), showing “Tsingkiangpu” non-standard dollar dater with “18.4.99” date inserted by hand, bearing
C.I.P. 10c, canceled by Chinkiang pakua, “Shanghai” transit dollar dater (4.23, on reverse), in combination with Japan
Koban 10s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (4.25), with original enclosure datelined “Taichwang, China, Apr. 8th 1899”, a couple of small cover tears at top, Fine to Very Fine. Estimate $10,000 - 12,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2571 )

1899 (Aug. 5) registered envelope from Chinkiang to Bordeaux, France (Sept. arrival), via Shanghai Imperial
Post (8.7) and Hong Kong (8.11), bearing C.I.P. 10c (3), canceled by “Chinkiang” bilingual c.d.s. and one stamp
by “R” unframed handstamp, in combination with Hong Kong 10c vertical strip of three with “I.P.O.” framed tieprint and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (8.7), “R” in circle handstamp adjacent, one Hong Kong 10c has small faults due to
application just over edge of the cover, minor peripheral cover faults and wrinkling at top just affecting one C.I.P. 10c,
Fine to Very Fine registered double rate.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2572 )

2572

1899 (Aug. 8) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Taian to Nagasaki, Japan (8.28), showing “Taian” Post
Office” tombstone handstamp and bearing C.I.P. 4c, canceled by “Taian” bilingual oval datestamp, “Chinkiang”
(8.20) and “Shanghai” (8.21) bilingual c.d.s. alongside, in combination with Japan Koban 2s vertical pair with
Chinkiang “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (8.24), the C.I.P. 4c slightly oxidized and the card
has central vertical filing fold, Fine to Very Fine and appealing, ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2573 )

Chungking

2573

1899 (Apr. 5) envelope from Chungking to Wisbech, England (5.22), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 10c with interpane
margin at left, canceled by “Chungking” dollar dater, “Shanghai” transit dollar dater (4.16), and on front Hong Kong
10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print of Shanghai and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (4.18), opened out for display, small piece of
flap missing and light yellow spots, Fine to Very Fine and early usage of a tie-print on Chungking origin.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000
The above cover is thought to represent the earliest known usage of the Shanghai I.P.O. framed tie-print.
Chungking did not begin using its own tie-print until April 24, 1899, so the Shanghai tie-print was used in the interim.

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2574 )

2574

1899 (Apr. 10) envelope from Chungking to Hastings, England (5.27), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Chungking”
dollar dater, “Shanghai” transit dollar dater (4.21, on reverse), in combination with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.”
framed tie-print of Shanghai and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (4.21), minor cover tears at top, Very Fine, ex W.S. Kong.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2575 )

2575

1899 (Apr. 11) envelope from the U.S. Consulate in Chungking to Murphy, North Carolina (5.24), via Yokohama
(5.4) and Vancouver (5.16), redirected to Morristown, New Jersey (6.1), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 2c and 4c vertical
pair, canceled by “Chungking” dollar dater, and on front another superb strike and Japan Koban 10s with “I.P.O.”
framed tie-print of Shanghai and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (4.28), the reverse shows “U.S. Consulate/Chungking,
China/Apr. 10 1899” oval sender’s cachet in violet, central vertical filing fold crosses one 4c stamp, cover a trifle
reduced at right, Very Fine and a magnificent usage of the Shanghai tie-print on U.S. consular mail originating from
Chungking.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2576 )

2576

1899 (Apr. 17) envelope from Chungking to Hastings, England (6.5), bearing I.C.P. 10c with interpane margin at
left, canceled by “Chungking” dollar dater, “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (4.28, on reverse), in combination with
Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print of Shanghai and “Shanghai/C’ c.d.s. (4.28), cover folded in quarters, a
little ragged at top and part of flap missing, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2577 )

2577

1899 (May 1) envelope from the U.S. Consulate in Chungking to Fresno, California (6.10.), with “U.S. Consulate/
Chungking, China/Apr. 29 1898” oval sender’s cachet in violet at top left, via Yokohama (5.20) and San Francisco
(6.9), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 2c. and 4c. vertical pair, cancelled by “Chungking” dollar dater, another extremely
fine strike on front, in combination with Japan Koban 10s. with “I.P.O.” unframed tie-print (Chungking type 1) and
“Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (5.15), envelope reduced at right (small piece hinged back) and the top back is slightly
shortened as well, Very Fine and fresh.
Estimate $20,000 - 25,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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A MARVELOUS USAGE OF THE CHUNGKING
I.P.O. UNFRAMED TIE-PRINT ON MAIL SENT THROUGH
THE U.S. POSTAL AGENCY IN SHANGHAI

2578 )

2578

1899 (May 8) envelope from Chungking to East Coventry, Pa. (7.1), via San Francisco (6.25), showing crisply
struck “Chungking” dollar dater, indicating payment in cash, subscriber’s mail, or acceptance of foreign postage
applied by the sender, in combination with U.S. Grant 5c deep blue with “I.P.O.” unframed tie-print (Chungking type
1) and “U.S. Postal Agency/Shanghai/1” duplex (5.24), Very Fine, and an incredibly rare combination with US, of
the highest exhibition caliber, ex W.S. Kong and illustrated in Explore Dollar Daters (1897-1913), p. 70.
Estimate $50,000 - 60,000
		(photo on back cover)
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Chungking

2579 )

2579

2580

1899 (May 15) envelope from Chungking to Paris, bearing C.I.P. 2c and 4c vertical pair, canceled by “Chungking”
dollar dater, “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (5.25, on reverse), in combination with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.”
unframed tie-print (Chungking type 1) and “Shanghai/C’ c.d.s. (5.25), showing “Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No“ octagonal
datestamp, with “Hong Kong” transit c.d.s. (7.1) on reverse, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Believed to be the latest credible date of use of the Chungking dollar dater during the 1899 period.

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2580 )

1899 (July 31) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Chungking to Honfleur, France (9.25), bearing C.I.P. 1c and
2c, canceled by “Chungking” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (8.17), in combination with Hong
Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” unframed tie-print (Chungking type 1) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (8.17), showing
“Hong Kong” transit c.d.s. (8.25) and “Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No. 3” octagonal datestamp (8.26) alongside, the C.I.P.
stamps have faults/small defects, Fine to Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2581

2581 )

2582

1899 (Aug. 21) envelope from Chungking to Montreal, Canada, via Vancouver (10.2) bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled
by “Chungking” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (9.3, on reverse), in combination with Hong Kong
10c with “I.P.O.” unframed tie-print (Chungking type 1) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (9.4), Very Fine, ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2582 )

1899 (Sept. 11) envelope from Chungking to London, bearing I.C.P. 5c pair, canceled by “Chungking” bilingual
c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (9.22, on reverse), in combination with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.”
unframed tie-print (Chungking type 1) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (9.23), the Hong Kong 10c has a small corner flaw,
Fine to Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2583

2583 )

2584

1899 (Nov. 6) envelope from Chungking to Leeds, England (12.25), bearing C.I.P. 5c pair, canceled by “Chungking”
bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (11.20, on reverse), in combination with Hong Kong 10c with
“I.P.O.” unframed tie-print (Chungking type 1) applied solely to stamp and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (11.20), faults, Fine
appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2584 )

1900 (Jan. 29) envelope from Chungking to Sauveterre d’Aveyron, France (arrival), showing “Chungking”
bilingual c.d.s., indicating payment in cash, subscriber’s mail, or acceptance of foreign postage applied by the sender,
“Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (2.12, on reverse), in combination with France “Chine” 25c with “I.P.O.” unframed
tie-print (Chungking type 1) and “Shang-hai/Chine” c.d.s. (2.12), Fine to Very Fine, ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2585

2585 )

2586

1900 (Feb. 26) envelope from Chungking to New York (arrival), via Yokohama, bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by
“Chungking” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (3.16, on reverse), in combination with Japan Koban
10s with “I.P.O.” unframed tie-print (Chungking type 1) and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s., flap at back missing, Fine to
Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2586 )

1900 (June 25) envelope from Chungking to Sauveterre d’Aveyron, France (8.5), showing “Chungking”
bilingual c.d.s., indicating payment in cash, subscriber’s mail, or acceptance of foreign postage applied by the sender,
“Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (7.8, on reverse), in combination with France Peace and Commerce 25c with
“I.P.O.” unframed tie-print (Chungking type 1) and “Shang-hai/Chine” c.d.s. (7.11), with “Yokohama à Marseille/
L.N. No. 6” octagonal datestamp (7.12) adjacent, Fine to Very Fine, ex Jacques Desrousseaux.
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2587 )

Foochow

2587

1899 (Apr. 7) envelope from Foochow to Boston (5.26), via Yokohama (4.20), bearing C.I.P. 5c pair, canceled by
“Foochow” dollar dater, “Shanghai” transit dollar dater (4.14, on reverse), in combination with Japan Koban 10s with
“I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (4.14), opened out for display, the C.I.P. 5c pair is oxidized,
Fine to Very Fine and an early usage.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2588

2588 )

36

1899 (Apr. 10) “United States Consulate” corner card envelope (227 x 94mm) from Foochow to Washington, D.C.
(5.26), showing “United States Consulate/Fuchau/China” double-ring sender’s datestamp in violet, via Yokohama and
San Francisco (5.20), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Foochow” dollar dater, “Shanghai” transit dollar dater (4.14,
on reverse), in combination with Japan Koban 10s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (4.14),
opened out for display, vertical filing fold at left and a little reduced at top, Fine to Very Fine American official usage.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2589

2589 )

2590

1899 (May 5) “Rev. J.H. Worley, Methodist Episcopal Mission, Foochow, China” corner card envelope from
Foochow to Westerfield, Mass. (6.7), via Yokohama (5.16), redirected to Boston (6.7), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled
by “Foochow” dollar dater, “Shanghai” transit dollar dater (5.10, on reverse), in combination with Japan Koban 10s
with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (5.11), cover a little worn at edges, Fine to Very Fine, ex
W.S. Kong.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2590 )

1899 (May 11) Hong Kong 4c postal stationery card from Foochow to Chicago, Illinois (6.13), via New York
(6.12), showing “Foochow” dollar dater indicating payment in cash, subscriber’s mail, or acceptance of foreign
postage applied by the sender, “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (5.14), the indicia with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and
“Shanghai/C” c.d.s., Fine to Very Fine, ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2591

2591 )

1899 (June 21) “Methodist Episcopal Mission, ‘Special Gift’ Schools” corner card envelope from Foochow to
Waynesboro, Pa. (7.25), via Yokohama (7.6) and Tacoma (7.20), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 1c and 2c vertical pair,
canceled by “Foochow” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (6.26), and on front Japan Koban 5s with
“I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (6.28), showing black “T” and violet “Ctms/T” unframed
handstamps and “U.S. Charge to Collect 5 Cents” straight-line handstamp in violet adjacent, with U.S. Postage Dues
1c and 2c pair (straight edge at right), canceled by “Waynesboro, Pa.” duplex (7.26), Very Fine Postage Due usage on
underpaid (5s instead of 10s) cover, ex Anna-Lisa and Sven-Eric Beckeman.
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2592

2592 )

2593

1899 (June 13) decorative envelope from Foochow to Los Angeles (7.30), via Yokohama (6.22) and Tacoma (7.16)
bearing C.I.P. 10c pair, canceled by “Foochow” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (6.16, on reverse),
in combination with Japan Koban 10s pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (6.20), opened
out for display, Fine to Very Fine double rate.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2593 )

1899 (June 16) flimsy envelope/wrapper from Foochow to Howe, Nebraska (7.20), bearing C.I.P. ½c pair from
the top of the sheet and 1c, canceled by “Foochow” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (on reverse), in
combination with Japan Koban 2s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (6.20), opened out for
display, the Koban 2s has perf. faults at top, Fine to Very Fine printed matter rate, ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2594

2594 )

1899 (Aug. 29) decorative flimsy envelope from Foochow to Los Angeles (9.24), via Yokohama (9.7) and Seattle
(9.21), bearing C.I.P. 5c salmon pair, canceled by “Foochow” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (9.1,
on reverse), in combination with Japan Koban 10s pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s.
(9.1), Very Fine.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2595

2595 )

2596

1899 (Oct. 12) “The Rebecca Orphanage, Antau, China” corner card envelope from Foochow to Sleepy Eye,
Minn. (11.20), bearing C.I.P. 2c, canceled by “Foochow” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (10.19,
on reverse), in combination with Japan Koban 2s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (10.19),
opened out for display, the C.I.P. 2c slightly oxidized, nevertheless Very Fine printed matter rate.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2596 )

1899 (Oct. 31) “Rev. M.C. Wilcox, Methodist Episcopal Mission, Foochow” corner card envelope to Victor,
New York, endorsed “One idol only”, showing “Shanghai” bilingual c.d.s. (10.31), and bearing Japan Koban 2s and
10s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (11.2), unusual rate, a few faults, Fine to Very Fine
appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2597 )

2597

1899 (Dec. 16) registered envelope from Foochow to Paris (1.20.00), bearing on reverse I.C.P. 5c and C.I.P. ½c
pair, 1c, 2c (2), 4c and 5c, with blue crayon security lines, canceled by “Foochow” bilingual c.d.s., and on front Hong
Kong Chinese character surcharge 20c on 30c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/B” c.d.s. (12.20),
showing “R” unframed handstamp, and with “Modane à Paris” entry c.d.s. in red adjacent, Fine to Very Fine and
attractive franking.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2598

2598 )

2599

1900 (Jan. 11) envelope from Foochow to Markenkirchen, Germany, bearing C.I.P. 2c, canceled by “Foochow”
bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/B” c.d.s. (1.14),
the C.I.P. 2c oxidized and small cover faults at lower left corner, nevertheless Fine to Very Fine printed matter rate
unusually sent through the British Post Office in Shanghai.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2599 )

1900 (Mar. 10) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Pagoda Anchorage to Ilmenau, Germany (4.19), bearing
C.I.P. 1c (2) and 2c, canceled by pakua, and the indicia canceled by “Pagoda Anch” bilingual c.d.s., in combination
with Hong Kong 2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/B” c.d.s. (3.18), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2600

2600 )

1900 (Mar. 11) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Pagoda Anchorage to Kiel, Germany (4.19), bearing C.I.P.
1c pair and 2c, canceled by pakua, and the indicia canceled by “Pagoda Anch” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with
Hong Kong 2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/B” c.d.s. (3.18), the card is toned, Fine to Very Fine
appearance.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2601

2601 )

1900 (Oct. 29) neat envelope from Pagoda Anchorage to Paris (12.4), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 10c, canceled by
“Pagoda Anch” bilingual c.d.s., and on front Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/B” c.d.s.
(11.2), showing “Yokohama à Marseille/L.N. No. 6” octagonal datestamp (11.5) adjacent, Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2602

2602 )

1900 (Dec. 19) envelope from Foochow to Wellington, New Zealand (1.24.01), via Auckland (1.22), bearing on
reverse C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Foochow” bilingual c.d.s., and on front Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print
and “Hong Kong/B” c.d.s. (12.28), cover has light crumpling, Fine to Very Fine and a scarce destination.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2603

2603 )

1901 (Feb. 14) envelope (219 x 150mm) from Pagoda Anchorage to Paris (3.30), showing “Pagoda Anch” bilingual
c.d.s., bearing on reverse C.I.P. 10c and 30c, canceled by “Foochow” dollar dater, with “Hong Kong/B” transit c.d.s.
(2.26), and on front Hong Kong 10c vertical strip of four with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/B” c.d.s.
(3.2), the C.I.P. 30c is slightly oxidized, the cover has two vertical filing folds clear of stamps and is reduced on both
sides, nevertheless Fine to Very Fine four times rate franking, signed P. Holcombe.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2604

2604 )

2605

1901 (July 24) envelope from Pagoda Anchorage to St. Leonards on Sea, England (8.28), bearing on reverse ½c
(4, with vertical strip of three) and 1c (8, with vertical strip of three), canceled by “Pagoda Anch” bilingual c.d.s., and
on front Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (7.27), opened out for display,
the 10c crossed by horizontal letter fold and the cover has large peripheral sealed tears clear of stamps, Fine to Very
Fine appearance.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2605 )

1902 (Mar. 4) envelope from Foochow Arsenal to Paris (4.1), showing “Foochow Arsenal” large bilingual doublering origin datestamp in violet (on reverse) and “Pagoda Anch” bilingual c.d.s., bearing on reverse C.I.P. 20c, canceled
by “Foochow” dollar dater (3.4), and on front Hong Kong 10c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Victoria/
Hong Kong” c.d.s. (3.8) and additionally tied by “Yokohama à Marseille/L.N. No. 1” octagonal datestamp (3.10),
opened out for display, one Hong Kong 10c has a faulty top left corner, and there is a small piece of the cover missing
at lower left corner on reverse, nevertheless Fine to Very Fine and rare origin, signed P. Holcombe.
Estimate $12,000 - 15,000

Postal
History
Cancels
& Postmarks
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A VERY RARE EXAMPLE OF THE FOOCHOW I.P.O. TIE-PRINT
ON POSTCARD SENT THROUGH
THE U.S. POSTAL AGENCY IN SHANGHAI

2606

2606 )

1902 (Apr. 28) postcard from Foochow to Boston, showing “Foochow” bilingual c.d.s., indicating payment in cash,
subscriber’s mail, or acceptance of foreign postage applied by the sender, “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (5.1),
bearing U.S. 2c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and light strike of “U.S. Postal Agency/Shanghai/1” duplex (5.3), the
card has a small tear at top, Fine to Very Fine, and an exceedingly rare usage of the Foochow I.P.O. tie-print on mail
matter sent from the U.S. Postal Agency in China.
Estimate $50,000 - 60,000
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Foochow & Hangchow

2607 )

2607

1902 (June) envelope from Mamoi to Paris (7.12), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Mamoi” Letter Box
tombstone handstamp with blank circle for number, showing superb strike of “Foochow Arsenal” large bilingual
double-ring datestamp (6.6) without year in violet adjacent, and on front “Pagoda Anch” bilingual c.d.s. (6.6), in
combination with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (6.10), opened out
for display, the top right corner of the C.I.P. 10c is torn through on the flap from slightly rough opening of the cover,
nevertheless Fine to Very Fine and a rare origin, signed P. Holcombe.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

Hangchow

2608

2608 )

1899 (June 17) envelope from Hangchow to Dorchester, England (7.24), bearing on reverse I.C.P. 4c and C.I.P.
1c block of four and 2c, canceled by pakua, two stamps additionally tied by “Shanghai” bilingual c.d.s. (6.19) and
“Dorchester” arrival c.d.s., superb matching “Hangchow” bilingual origin c.d.s. on front, in combination Hong Kong
10c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (6.18), opened out for display, a few mended peripheral
tears mostly on back and flap, Very Fine and rare, ex Anna-Lisa and Sven-Eric Beckeman. Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2609

2609 )

1900 (Jan. 8) envelope from Hangchow to Chicago, Illinois (2.15), via Yokohama (1.21) and Tacoma (2.10),
bearing on reverse C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Hangchow” bilingual c.d.s., with another crisp strike on front, “Shanghai”
bilingual transit c.d.s. (1.10, on reverse), in combination with Japan Koban 10s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and
“Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (1.11), the front and back detached and subsequently rejoined, nevertheless a Very Fine,
nevertheless a Very Fine example of this rare I.P.O. tie-print.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2610

2610 )

1900 (Mar. 19) decorative flimsy envelope from Hangchow to Rondont, New York (4.22), via Yokohama (3.29),
bearing C.I.P. ½c pair, 1c (2), 2c and 5c, canceled by “Hangchow” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s.
(3.21, on reverse), in combination with Japan Koban 5r (2), 2s vertical pair and 5s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and
“Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (3.28), one Koban 5r and the 5s have faults, nevertheless a Fine to Very Fine and colorful
franking with this rare I.P.O. tie-print.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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Hangchow & Hankow

2611

2611 )

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2612 )

2612

1900 (Mar. 21) envelope from Hangchow to La Crosse, Wisconsin (4.21), via Yokohama (3.29), bearing C.I.P. 10c,
canceled by “Hangchow” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (3.25, on reverse), in combination with
Japan Koban 5r pair, 2s pair and 5s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (3.28), the 5r pair has
minor perf. faults due to application just over edge of the cover, Fine to Very Fine, ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Hankow

1899 (Mar. 17) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Hankow to Singapore (3.31), bearing C.I.P. 1c and 2c,
canceled by “Hankow” dollar dater, in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with manuscript security line and
“Hong Kong/E” c.d.s. (3.24), “Singapore/C” arrival c.d.s. alongside, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2613

2613 )

2614

1899 (Apr. 13) registered postcard from Hankow to Frankfurt, Germany (5.21), bearing C.I.P. 1c vertical pair, 2c
(4) and 5c, canceled by “Hankow” dollar dater and two 2c stamps also with handstruck “R”, “Shanghai” transit dollar
dater (4.17, on reverse), in combination with Hong Kong 2c (2) and 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and
“Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (4.17), with “R” in circle handstamp alongside, the registration fee (10 cents) was the same as that
for a letter, the C.I.P. stamps have varying degrees of oxidization, otherwise Fine to Very Fine, ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2614 )

46

1899 (Apr. 25) envelope from the China Inland Mission at Hankow to Kalmar, Sweden, showing superb “Hankow”
dollar dater, indicating payment in cash, subscriber’s mail, or acceptance of foreign postage applied by the sender,
“Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (4.28, on reverse), in combination with France “Chine” 25c with “I.P.O.” framed tieprint (type 2) and “Shang-hai/Chine” c.d.s. (4.29), Very Fine and rare usage of the tie-print with French Post Offices,
ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $12,000 - 15,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd

stamps@kelleherasia.com
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2615

2615 )

2616

1899 (June 4) envelope from the China Inland Mission at Hankow to Summit, New Jersey (7.3), via Yokohama
(6.14), bearing C.I.P. 10c with “C.I.M” security handstamp in red and “Hankow” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual
transit c.d.s. (6.9, on reverse), in combination with Japan Koban 5c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2) and
“Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (6.9), with original enclosure, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,500 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2616 )

1899 (July 6) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Hankow to Hamburg (8.14), via Hong Kong (7.14), bearing
C.I.P. 4c, canceled by “Hankow” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (7.9), in combination with Hong
Kong 4c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (7.10), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2617 )

2617

2618

1899 (July 7) “Rev. S. Harrington Little, American Church Mission, Wuchang, China” corner card envelope
to Richfield Springs, New York, via Yokohama (7.17), bearing C.I.P. 10c, cancelled by “Wuchang” bilingual c.d.s.,
“Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (7.10, on reverse), in combination with Japan Koban 10s with “I.P.O.” framed tieprint (type 1) and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (7.11), a few lightly aged perforations. and minor cover fault at lower
right, Fine to Very Fine and rare use of the Hankow I.P.O. tie-print on mail originating in Wuchang.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2618 )

1899 (July 28) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Hankow to Hamburg (9.4), via Hong Kong (8.4), bearing
C.I.P. 4c, canceled by “Hankow” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (7.31), in combination with Hong
Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 3, RRR) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (7.31), card has corner
crease at top right, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2619

2619 )

2620

1899 (Sept. 7) Shanghai Local Post postcard from Hankow to Brussels (arrival), via Hong Kong (9.14), bearing
C.I.P. 4c, canceled by “Hankow” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (9.10), in combination with Hong
Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2) and “Shanghai” c.d.s. (9.1), one Hong Kong 2c has faults
due to application over top of the card, Fine to Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2620 )

1899 (Sept. 22) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Hankow to Cannstatt, Germany, via Hong Kong (9.29),
bearing C.I.P. 1c and 2c, canceled by “Hankow” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with
“I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (9.25), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2621

2621 )

2622

1899 (Oct. 13) envelope from the China Inland Mission at Hankow to Avoca, Iowa (11.20), via San Francisco,
showing superb “Hankow” bilingual c.d.s., indicating payment in cash, subscriber’s mail, or acceptance of foreign
postage applied by the sender, “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (10.16, on reverse), in combination with France
“Chine” 10c and 15c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2) and “Shang-hai/Chine” c.d.s. (10.16), opened out for
display, some faults due to cover wear, Fine appearance, ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2622 )

1899 (Nov. 5) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Hankow to Molde, Norway, bearing C.I.P. 1c (3), canceled by
“Hankow” bilingual c.d.s. and one 1c additionally tied by “Sassnitz-Trelleborg/B” c.d.s. (12.25), in combination with
Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Shanghai” c.d.s. (11.20), the card has uniform
toning and creasing which crosses two C.I.P. stamps, Fine to Very Fine appearance for this scarce Scandinavian
destination.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2623

2623 )

1899 (Nov. 17) registered postcard from Hankow to Essen, Germany (12.24), bearing C.I.P. 4c and 10c, canceled
by “Hankow” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (11.20, on reverse), in combination with Hong Kong
2c (2) and 10c with Shanghai “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (11.20), with “R” unframed and “R”
in circle handstamps alongside, the registration fee (10 cents) was the same as that for a letter, the C.I.P. is oxidized,
otherwise Fine to Very Fine, and an exceptionally rare usage of the Shanghai I.P.O. framed tie-print on mail from
Hankow.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2624

2624 )

1899 (Nov.) envelope Hankow to Wilhelmshaven, Germany (12.18), bearing C.I.P. ½c pair, 1c, and 2c pair
and singles (2), canceled by “Hankow” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (11.13, on reverse), in
combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical strip of five with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 3, RRR) and “Shanghai/C”
c.d.s. (11.13), two C.I.P. 2c stamps oxidized, the cover (opened out for display) is toned and reduced at foot (more so
at back), Fine to Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2625

2625 )

1903 (June 23) registered envelope from Hankow to Wittsjo, Sweden (7.23), via Port Arthur (6.20/7.3) and Moscow
(7.7), showing “Hankow” bilingual origin c.d.s. and “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (7.26), bearing Russian Post
Office “Kitai” overprint 10kop (2) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Shankhai/Pochtovaya Kontora” doublering datestamp (6.29), showing three different registration handstamps and labels adjacent, Very Fine and exceedingly
rare use of the I.P.O. framed tie-print on the Russian Post Offices, with 1990 Peter Holcombe certificate.
Estimate $20,000 - 25,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2626

2626 )

1903 (June 29) registered envelope from Hankow to Ulm, Germany (7.27), via Moscow (7.11), showing “Hankow”
bilingual origin c.d.s. and “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (7.2), bearing Russian Post Office “Kitai” overprint 10kop
(2) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Shankhai/Pochtovaya Kontora” double-ring datestamp (7.3), showing
three different registration handstamps and labels adjacent, Very Fine and another equally rare use of the I.P.O. framed
tie-print on the Russian Post Offices.
Estimate $25,000 - 30,000
(photo on back cover)
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2627 )

Ichang

2627

1899 (Apr. 14) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Ichang to Warnambool, Victoria, Australia (5.17), via Hong
Kong (4.25) and Melbourne (5.17), bearing I.C.P. 1c and 2c, canceled by “Ichang” dollar dater in brown, “Shanghai”
transit dollar dater (4.20, on reverse), in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print
(RRR) in brown and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (4.21), the card is creased in places clear of the stamps and some minor
wear, Fine to Very Fine, ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $12,000 - 15,000
A very early, and possibly the earliest, known usage of the Ichang I.P.O. tie-print.

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2628

2628 )

1899 (Apr. 23) envelope from Ichang to Scotland (6.3), bearing C.I.P. 2c, canceled by “Ichang” dollar dater in
brown, “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (4.28, on reverse), in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with
“I.P.O.” framed tie-print (RRR) in brown and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s., flap at back missing, Fine to Very Fine printed
matter rate.
Estimate $7,000 - 9,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2629

2629 )

1899 (May 4) envelope from Ichang to Edinburgh, Scotland (6.19), bearing C.I.P. 2c pairs (2) and single, canceled
by “Ichang” dollar dater in brown, “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (5.11, on reverse), in combination with Hong
Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (RRR) in brown and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (5.11), the C.I.P. stamps have some
lightly foxed perforations, Fine to Very Fine and a wonderful franking paying the U.P.U. 10 cents overseas rate, ex
W.S. Kong.
Estimate $20,000 - 25,000
(photo on front cover)
A very late and possibly the latest recorded use of the Ichang dollar dater.

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2630

2630 )

2631

1899 (Nov. 21) envelope from Ichang to Cairo, Egypt (1.1.00), via Suez (1.1.00), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by
“Ichang” bilingual c.d.s, “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (11.29), in combination with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.”
framed tie-print (RRR) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (11.30), Fine to Very Fine, a rare and exotic destination.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2631 )

1899 (Dec. 11) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Ichang to Karlsruhe, Germany (1.20.00), bearing C.I.P. 1c
and 2c, canceled by “Ichang” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (12.18), in combination with Hong
Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (RRR) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (12.18), Very Fine. Estimate $3,500 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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Kiungchow

2632

2632 )

1899 (Apr. 10) registered red-band envelope from Kiungchow to Liège, Belgium (5.16), showing “Vice-Consulat
de Hoi-How” circular cachet, bearing on reverse C.I.P. 20c, canceled by “Kiungchow” bilingual c.d.s., with handstruck
“R” adjacent, and on front Hong Kong 10c (2) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/B” c.d.s. (4.14), one
Hong Kong 10c has some discoloration at foot and the cover has vertical filing fold, otherwise Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2633

2633 )

2634

1899 (Aug. 8) registered envelope (220 x 152mm) from Kiungchow to St. Laurent du Pont, France (9.9), bearing
C.I.P. 10c and 30c, canceled by “Kiungchow” bilingual c.d.s. with handstruck “R” alongside, in combination with
Hong Kong 10c vertical strip of four with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/B” c.d.s. (8.10), showing Ligne
N/Paq. Fr. No. 4” octagonal datestamp (8.12) on reverse, the top Hong Kong stamp has torn upper left corner, cover
a little reduced on two sides, Fine to Very Fine example of registered mail.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2634 )

1901 (June 3) C.I.P. 1c reply card from Kiungchow to Berlin (7.1), bearing C.I.P. 1c and 2c, canceled by
“Kiungchow” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 4c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/C”
c.d.s. (6.6), the C.I.P. 2c slightly oxidized, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2635

2635 )

2636

1902 (Jan. 4) envelope from Kiungchow to Carmel, New Jersey (2.11), bearing C.I.P. 5c orange pair, canceled by
“Kiungchow” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Victoria/Hong
Kong” c.d.s. (1.6), the C.I.P. stamps slightly oxidized, nevertheless Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,500 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2636 )

1902 (July 1) photo real card of Bangkok from Kiungchow to Oberdorf, Germany (8.9), bearing C.I.P. 4c,
canceled by “Kiungchow” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 4c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and
“Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (7.5), light age spotting, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2637 )

2637

1902 (Nov. 12) registered envelope from Kiungchow to Bonavista, Newfoundland (12.27), via Halifax (12.18) and
St. Johns (12.24), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 1c pair, 2c vertical pair, 4c and 5c (2), canceled by “Kiungchow” bilingual
c.d.s., and on front “R/Kiungchow (China)/No. 2299” framed handstamp and Hong Kong Chinese character surcharge
20c on 30c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Registered G.P.O./Hong Kong” c.d.s. (11.15), opened out for display
and a little reduced at top, Fine to Very Fine and attractive usage to this scarce North American destination.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2638

2638 )

2639

1903 (Mar. 5) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Kiungchow to Bonavista, Newfoundland, via St. Johns
(4.13), bearing C.I.P. 1c pair and single, canceled by “Kiungchow” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong
2c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print only (scarce without the Hong Kong cancellation), creasing and small tear in margin
at top, Fine to Very Fine usage.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2639 )

1903 (Apr. 9) registered envelope (194 x 132mm) from Kiungchow to Bonavista, Newfoundland, via
San Francisco (5.15) and Boston (5.21), redirected to Kelso, Scotland, bearing C.I.P. 10c and 30c, canceled by
“Kiungchow” bilingual c.d.s., “R/Kiungchow (China)/No. 892” framed h.s. alongside, in combination with Hong
Kong Chinese character surcharge 20c. on 30c. vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Registered G.P.O./
Hong Kong” c.d.s. (4.11), the cover folded in places, a few sealed tears, reduced at right and slightly truncated top
right corner, Fine to Very Fine appearance and rare registration marking for this elusive and sought-after I.P.O.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2640

2640 )

1903 (June 3) registered envelope from Kiungchow to Leipzig, Germany (7.6), bearing C.I.P. 10c (2), canceled by
“Kiungchow” bilingual c.d.s., “R/Kiungchow (China)/No. 1420” framed handstamp alongside, in combination with
Hong Kong 10c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print only (scarce thus), and “Registered G.P.O./Hong Kong”
c.d.s. (6.5) on reverse, light ageing in margins of the C.I.P. stamps and addressee’s name lightened, Fine to Very Fine,
with 1987 Peter Holcombe photo opinion.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2641

2641 )

1903 (Nov. 20) red envelope/wrapper from Kiungchow to Bremen, Germany, “A. Schomburg & Co./Hoihow”
oval sender’s cachet, bearing on reverse C.I.P. 2c, canceled by “Kiungchow” bilingual c.d.s., with another superb
strike on front, in combination with Hong Kong 2c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print only (uncanceled), with original
enclosure, the C.I.P. 2c is oxidized and the cover has two filing punch holes, Fine to Very Fine printed matter usage.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

Kongmoon

2642

2642 )

1901 (Nov. 10) envelope from Kongmoon to Haiphong (12.6), via Hong Kong (12.1), bearing C.I.P. 5c vertical
pair, canceled by “Kongmoon” non-standard double-ring handstamp with “30/11/01” date inserted by hand, in
combination with Hong Kong 10c with distinctive “I.P.O.” framed tie-print, uncanceled, but showing “Victoria/Hong
Kong” c.d.s. on reverse, as well as “Tonkon/Haiphong” arrival c.d.s. on reverse, some gum staining and adherence on
perforations of the C.I.P. 5c pair, and small portion of cover torn away at top right, Fine to Very Fine and an important
cover, signed J.F. Brun.
Estimate $60,000 - 80,000
This cover was sold in the Spink Hong Kong auction of January 18, 2015, lot 2844. It was described as the “only
recorded example of an I.P.O. cover from Kongmoon.” However, there is a famous postcard from the Dr. James Riddell
and Allan Kerr collections, sold by Robson Lowe in its March 10, 1977 auction (lot 1492) in Basle, Switzerland. This
postcard was sent on September 6, 1904, from Kongmoon to London via Hong Kong, bearing C.I.P. 4c, canceled by
the Kongmoon non-standard undated double-ring undated handstamp (no manuscript date insertion), and Hong Kong
Queen Victoria 2c pair with the I.P.O. framed tie-print only. This type of non-standard dater is recorded by Suen Jun
Yi in his classic work, Ching Dynasty Postal Markings, as having been used for Kumchuk between 1899-1903, and
the existence of the dater for Kongmoon has been verified by Paul K.S. Chang in his History of Postal Marking of
China, Part 2, p. 167. The sizes of the lettering of the “I.P.O.” of the two tie-prints appear to be different.
In their article, “Hong Kong Treaty Ports and the I.P.O. ‘Tieprints’”, published in The Philatelist in April 1973,
pp. 209-210, Dr. J.D. and Sheila Riddell explained the 1904 postcard in the context of the I.P.O. tie-prints and its
historical perspective, writing that Kongmoon became a Treaty Port in 1904 under the Treaty of Shanghai (known as
the Mackay Treaty) signed on September 5, 1902.
The question of a Kongmoon I.P.O. framed tie-print was again raised in an article in the Postal History Society of
China’s Journal, pp. 36-37, which discussed in detail the pros and cons relating to the need for a tie-print from this
small port and its validity, in spite of the lack of information about the card’s China markings and the routing of the
mail between Kongmoon and Hong Kong.
A great rarity—only two covers are recorded from Kongmoon with the I.P.O. tie-print.
only two covers are recorded from Kongmoon with the I.P.O. tie-print.
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Nanking

2643

2643 )

1899 (Apr. 12) envelope from Nanking to Mount Pleasant, Ohio (5.25), via San Francisco (5.20), bearing C.I.P. 2c
strip of four and single, canceled by pakua, “Nanking” origin dollar dater in brown and “Shanghai” transit dollar dater
(4.10) on reverse, in combination with Japan Koban 10s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print of Shanghai and “Shanghai/
I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (4.11), opened out for display, the C.I.P. 2c stamps have slight oxidization and minor perforation faults
at top due to application close to or just over the edge of the cover, Fine to Very Fine and pleasing franking, illustrated
in Explore Dollar Daters (1897-1913), p. 105.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2644

2644 )

58

1899 (Apr. 28) neat envelope from Nanking to Nantes, France (6.4), showing “Nanking” dollar dater, indicating
payment in cash, subscriber’s mail, or acceptance of foreign postage applied by the sender, “Shanghai” bilingual
transit c.d.s. (4.30, on reverse), in combination with France Peace and Commerce 25c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print of
Shanghai and “Shang-hai/Chine” c.d.s. (5.1), “Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No. 7” c.d.s. (5.2) on reverse, opened out for display,
splitting along the join and some damage at the top left corner affecting the French datestamp, Fine to Very Fine and
rare usage of this tie-print with the French Post Office.
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000
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2645

2645 )

1899 (July 24) envelope from Nanking to Lichtenthal, Germany (9.4), bearing C.I.P. ½c interpanneau block of
four, canceled by “Nanking” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (7.25, on reverse), in combination
with Hong Kong 2c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (7.26), unsealed as per printed matter
regulations, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
Believed to be the earliest known date of use of the Nanking I.P.O. tie-print.

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2646

2646 )

1899 (Sept. 10) envelope from Nanking to London, bearing on reverse C.I.P. 2c vertical strip of five, canceled
by “Nanking” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (9.11), and on front Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.”
framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (9.11), opened out for display, the C.I.P. 2c strip oxidized, and the cover has
edge faults just affecting the Shanghai bilingual dater, Fine to Very Fine, ex Stephen Gates. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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A SPLENDID EXAMPLE OF THE NANKING I.P.O. TIE-PRINT
ON U.S. POSTAL STATIONERY

2647 )

2647

1899 (Sept. 14) U.S. 2c postal stationery card (Scott #UX13) from Nanking to Coleridge, Nebraska, via San
Francisco (10.15), showing “Nanking” origin and “Shanghai” transit (9.15) c.d.s., the indicia with “I.P.O.” framed
tie-print and “U.S. Postal Agency/Shanghai/1” duplex (9.21), card has slight creasing/wrinkling, Fine to Very Fine and
a rare postal stationery usage, ex Drucker Family.
Estimate $25,000 - 30,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2648

2648 )

1899 (Oct. 22) registered envelope from Nanking to Paris (11.24), via Hong Kong (10.26), bearing on reverse
C.I.P. 10c (2, both with interpane margin), canceled by “Nanking” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit
c.d.s. (10.23), and on front Hong Kong Chinese character surcharge 20c on 30c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and
“Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (10.23), showing “R” in circle handstamp and “Modane à Paris” c.d.s. (11.23) in red adjacent,
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2649

2649 )

1899 (Oct. 25) envelope from Nanking to Van Meter, Iowa, bearing on reverse C.I.P. 2c, canceled by “Nanking”
bilingual c.d.s. and additionally tied by “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (10.27), and on front Hong Kong 2c with
“I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (10.28), unsealed as per printed matter regulations, the C.I.P. 2c
oxidized and trivial piece of cover missing at top left corner, otherwise Fine to Very Fine, ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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A REMARKABLE I.C.P. POSTAL STATIONERY CARD
SENT AS A REGISTERED LETTER THROUGH THE
JAPANESE POST OFFICE

2650

2650 )

1899 (Nov. 25) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card registered from Nanking to Vienna, bearing C.I.P. 4c, 5c and 10c,
cancelled by “Nanking” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Japan Koban 10s vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tieprint and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (11.28), showing “R” unframed handstamp and Japanese printed registration label,
with “Yokohama à Marseille/L.N. No. 8” octagonal datestamp (11.28) adjacent, Very Fine and rare postal stationery
usage from the Japanese Post Office sent as a letter, ex W.S. Kong.
Estimate $40,000 - 50,000
(photo on back cover)
The Imperial Japanese Post Office did not accept foreign postal stationery cards for postage, so this card was treated
as a letter; however, the card was unusually franked by the sender as a registered letter (10c. registration + 10c. postage), rather than as a registered card at 14 cents, which would have been taxed.
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2651

2651 )

1899 (Dec. 1) envelope from Nanking to Maple Valley, Washington (12.25), via Yokohama (12.9) and redirected
to Seattle (1.2.00) via Tacoma (12.28), bearing C.I.P. 5c overlapping singles (2), canceled by “Nanking” bilingual
c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (12.3, on reverse), in combination with Japan 5s pair with “I.P.O.” framed
tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (12.4), the C.I.P. 5c are oxidized and one has small perforation faults at right
due to application just over edge of the cover, Fine to Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2652

2652 )

1900 (Mar. 5) envelope from Nanking to Hildesheim, Germany (4.10), showing on reverse superb “Nanking”
bilingual origin c.d.s. and unclear “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s., and on front German “China” diagonal overprint
5pf green and 10pf light carmine with two examples of the steep overprint 3pf yellow brown (Michel 1IIb, 2I, 3Ia.
Scott 1a, 2a, 3a) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/Deutsche Post/b” c.d.s. (3.7), inconsequential piece of
flap missing, Very Fine and a fabulous franking from the German Post Office, with 2013 Steuer certificate.
Estimate $40,000 - 50,000
(photo on back cover)
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2653

2653 )

1900 (May 6) envelope from Nanking to Brünn, Germany (6.10), showing “Nanking” bilingual origin c.d.s.
and “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (5.7), in combination with German “China” diagonal overprint 10pf carmine
(Michel 3I. Scott 3a) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/Deutsche Post” c.d.s. (5.7), the day has been inked
in the origin c.d.s. and the card has a corner crease and areas of light ageing not affecting the stamp, Fine to Very Fine
usage with the German P.O.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2654

2654 )

1900 (June 10) envelope from Nanking to Hildesheim, Germany (7.18), showing “Nanking” bilingual origin c.d.s.
and “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (6.11, on reverse), in combination with German “China” diagonal overprint
10pf carmine (2, Michel 3I. Scott 3a) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/Deutsche Post/a” c.d.s. (6.12),
insignificant ageing around top left corner of left stamp, cover a little roughly opened at top with part of flap missing,
Fine to Very Fine and desirable usage with the German P.O., ex “Ming”, and Anna-Lisa and Sven-Eric Beckeman.
Estimate $20,000 - 25,000
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Newchwang
Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2655

2655 )

2656

1899 (May 3) envelope from Newchwang to Frederica, Denmark (6.12), via Hong Kong (5.11), bearing C.I.P. 10c,
canceled by “Newchwang” dollar dater in brown, “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (5.8, on reverse), in combination
with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print in black and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (5.8), Very Fine.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2656 )

1899 (May 3) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Newchwang to London (6.12), bearing I.C.P. 1c strip of three,
canceled by “Newchwang” pakua and dollar dater in brown, “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (5.8, on reverse), in
combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print in black and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (5.8),
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2657 )

66

2657

1899 (Oct. 23) envelope from Newchwang to Dundee, Scotland (12.4), bearing on reverse C.I.P. ½c block of fifteen,
canceled by pakua, and on front ½c vertical strip of three, canceled by “Newchwang” bilingual c.d.s., in combination
with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai” c.d.s. (10.30), the ½c block has a small fault at top
and a further two stamps have been cut out from the front, opened out for display, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

Ningpo

2658

2658 )

1899 (Apr. 4) France “Chine” 10c postal stationery card from Ningpo to Baldwinville, Mass., datelined “Hsinhwa,
China, March 26, 1899”, via Yokohama (4.13), showing “Ningpo” origin dollar dater (4.4) and “Shanghai” transit
dollar dater (4.5), the indicia with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shang-hai/Chine” c.d.s. (4.8), corner creasing at top
right, Fine to Very Fine, with 1994 Lantelme certificate.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000
Possibly the earliest use of the Ningpo “I.P.O.” framed tie-print.

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2659

2659 )

1899 (Apr. 27) envelope from Ningpo to Philadelphia, Pa. (5.28), via Yokohama, bearing C.I.P. 2c vertical strip
of five, boldly canceled by “Ningpo” dollar dater, showing on reverse “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (4.28), and
bearing Japan Koban 10s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (4.28), opened out for display,
reinforced splitting at join and small tear at foot, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
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2660

2660 )

2661

1899 (Sept. 2) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Ningpo to Meuves, France, via Hong Kong (9.7), bearing
C.I.P. 1c and 2c, canceled by “Ningpo” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (9.3), in combination with
Hong Kong 2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (9.4), showing “Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No. 7”
c.d.s. (9.9) adjacent, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2661 )

1899 (Sept. 5) envelope from Ningpo to Trout Creek, New York (10.7), via Yokohama (9.14), bearing C.I.P. 10c,
canceled by “Ningpo” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (9.6, on reverse), in combination with Japan
Koban 10s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (9.8), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2662

2662 )

2663

1899 (Oct. 9) envelope from Ningpo to Chesterfield, England (11.24), bearing C.I.P. ½c pair, 1c pair and single,
and 2c pair and single, canceled by “Ningpo” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (10.10, on reverse),
in combination with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (10.11), two C.I.P. stamps
crossed by central horizontal letter fold, faint soiling and roughly opened at back, Fine to Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2663 )

68

1899 (Nov. 16) envelope from Ningpo to Trout Creek, New York (12.16), via Yokohama and San Francisco (12.11),
bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Ningpo” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (11.17, on reverse), in
combination with Japan Koban 10s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (11.17), Fine to Very
Fine, ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

Pakhoi

2664

2664 )

2665

1900 (Apr.) envelope from Pakhoi to Nidda, Germany (5.26), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 10c vertical pair, canceled
by tombstone handstamp (smudged), showing on front superb “Pakhoi” bilingual c.d.s. (4.23), and bearing Hong
Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/D” c.d.s. (4.26), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2665 )

1901 (Nov. 9) C.I.P. 1c message card from Pakhoi to Cornwall, England, bearing C.I.P. ½c pair and 1c pair,
canceled by “Pakhoi” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c green vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed
tie-print and “Victoria/Hong Kong/” c.d.s. (11.12), Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2666

2666 )

1902 (Jan. 13) registered envelope from Pakhoi to Kremsier, Austria (2.13), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 30c,
canceled by “Pakhoi” bilingual c.d.s., showing another nice strike and “R” unframed handstamp on front, bearing
Hong Kong 10c and Chinese character surcharge 20c on 30c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Registered/G.P.O.
Hong Kong” c.d.s. (1.17), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
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2667 )

2667

1902 (Mar.) registered envelope from Naning to St. Genis Laval, France (5.2), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by
“Naning/Post Office” tombstone handstamp and “Registered” bilingual straight-line handstamp, showing “Pakhoi”
bilingual transit c.d.s. (3.24, on reverse) and “R” unframed handstamp on front, in combination with Hong Kong
Chinese character surcharge 20c on 30c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and blue crayon security strokes, uncanceled,
Fine to Very Fine and striking, ex Allan Kerr.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
(photo on front cover)

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2668

2668 )

1902 (Apr. 17) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Pakhoi to London (5.27), bearing C.I.P. 1c and 2c, canceled by
“Pakhoi” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c green pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Victoria/
Hong Kong” c.d.s. (4.20), light wrinkling at lower left corner, Very Fine.
Estimate $3,500 - 4,000

Peking
70
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2669

2669 )

2670

1899 (Mar. 2?) registered postcard from Peking to Pola, Austria (5.7), bearing C.I.P. 4c and 10c, cancelled by
“Peking” dollar dater, in combination with Hong Kong 2c (2) and 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and
“Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (4.3), showing “R” unframed and “R” in circle handstamps and Ligne N octagonal datestamp
adjacent, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
Possibly the earliest recorded date of use of the Peking I.P.O. tie-print.

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2670 )

1899 (Mar. 30) postcard from Peking to Lötzen, Germany (5.14), bearing C.I.P. 4c, canceled by “Peking” dollar
dater (“80” for “30”), “Shanghai” transit dollar dater (missing year “25”), in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical
pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (4.6), light tones, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2671 )

2671

2672

1899 (Apr. 3) envelope from Peking to Coldwater, Mich. (5.10), via Yokohama (4.17) and San Francisco (5.6),
bearing C.I.P. 1c (2) and 4c pair, canceled by “Peking” dollar dater, “Shanghai” transit dollar dater (4.9, on reverse),
in combination with Japan Koban 10s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (4.11), the
Koban 10s has a couple of small perforation defects and the cover (slightly reduced at right) has some creasing, Fine
to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2672 )

1899 (May) envelope from Paoting to Princeton, N.J. (7.2), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Post Office/Paotingfu”
tombstone handstamp, “Peking” (5.30) and “Shanghai” (6.4, on reverse) transit c.d.s., in combination with Hong
Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (6.5), central vertical letter fold and a few
small opening tears at top, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2673 )

2673

1899 (May) envelope from Paoting to Bordeaux (7.1), via Hong Kong (6.1), redirected to St. Palais (7.2), bearing
C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Post Office/Paotingfu” tombstone handstamp, “Peking” (5.23) and “Shanghai” (5.27) transit
c.d.s. on reverse, in combination with Hong Kong 5c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Shanghai/C”
c.d.s., additionally tied by Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No. 1” octagonal datestamp, with French P.O. officially opened and sealed
label, cover opened out for display and extensive sealed tears not affecting stamps, Fine to Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2674 )

2674

2675

1899 (June 12) registered envelope (243 x 153mm) from Paoting to the Japanese Legation in The Hague,
Netherlands (7.25), via Hong Kong (6.28), bearing C.I.P. 1c, 2c vertical pair, 5c and 10c (2), canceled by “Peking”
bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” transit c.d.s. (6.17, on reverse), in combination with Hong Kong 30c with “I.P.O.” framed
tie-print (type 1) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (6.19), with “R” in circle handstamp adjacent, a few lightly foxed perforation
tips, one 10c and the Hong Kong 30c creased, central vertical filing fold, Fine to Very Fine. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2675 )

1899 (June) envelope from Paoting to London (7.21), bearing C.I.P. 2c pair and singles (3), with manuscript
“Stamped”, canceled by “Post Office/Paotingfu” tombstone handstamp, “Peking” (6.17) and “Shanghai” (6.22) transit
c.d.s. on reverse, in combination with Hong Kong 5c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Shanghai/C”
c.d.s. (6.22), faults, Fine to Very Fine appearance and a pleasing usage.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2676 )

2676

2677

1899 (Aug. 14) registered envelope from Peking to Madrid, Spain (9.26), via Hong Kong (8.25), bearing C.I.P.
20c, canceled by “Peking” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” transit c.d.s. (8.19, on reverse), in combination with Hong
Kong 10c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2, RR) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (8.9), with “R” unframed and
“R” in circle handstamps adjacent, light creasing/wrinkling just affecting stamps, Fine to Very Fine and a scarce
destination.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2677 )

1899 (Aug. 20) “Légation des Pays-Bas” corner card envelope from Peking to The Hague, Netherlands (10.2),
via Hong Kong (9.1), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Peking” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” transit c.d.s. (8.26, on
reverse), in combination with Hong Kong 5c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s.
(8.28), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2678 )

2678

2679

1899 (Sept. 4) registered envelope from Peking to Bonn, Germany (10.15), via Hong Kong (9.14), bearing C.I.P.
20c, canceled by “Peking” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” transit c.d.s. (9.9, on reverse), in combination with Hong
Kong 20c on 30c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2, RR) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (9.14), with “R” unframed and
“R” in circle handstamps adjacent, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2679 )

1899 (Sept. 20) registered postcard from Peking to Wiesbaden, Germany (10.28), via Hong Kong (9.29),
redirected to Munich (10.30), bearing C.I.P. 4c and 5c pair, canceled by “Peking” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai”
transit c.d.s. (9.23), in combination with Hong Kong 2c (2) and 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2, RR) and
“Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (9.25), with “R” unframed and “R” in circle handstamps adjacent, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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2680

2680 )

2681

1899 (Nov. 7) postcard from Peking to Paris, redirected to St. Dié (12.27), bearing C.I.P. 4c, canceled by “Peking”
bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” transit c.d.s. (11.14), in combination with Hong Kong 2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tieprint (type 1) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (11.14), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2681 )

1899 (Nov. 15) postcard from Peking to Görz, Germany (1.3.00), bearing C.I.P. 1c pair and 2c, canceled by “Peking”
bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” transit c.d.s. (11.21), in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed
tie-print (type 1) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (11.22), with “Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No. 8” octagonal datestamp (11.28) adjacent,
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2682

2682 )

74

1899 (Nov.) postcard from Peking to Görz, Germany (1.3.00), bearing C.I.P. 1c pair and 2c, canceled by “Peking”
bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” transit c.d.s. (11.21), in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed
tie-print (type 1) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (11.22), with Ligne N octagonal datestamp (11.28) adjacent, Fine to Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd

stamps@kelleherasia.com
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2683

2683 )

1900 (Mar. 8) envelope from Peking to Macedon, New York (4.21), via Yokohama (3.26), Tacoma (4.15) and
Buffalo (4.20), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Peking” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (3.19, on
reverse), in combination with Japan Koban 5s pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.”
c.d.s. (3.19), with original enclosure datelined “Kalgan North China, Feb. 28,1900”, the C.I.P. 10c has corner crease,
opened out for display and a few cover faults, Fine to Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
The enclosed letter is written by the wife of a missionary in Kalgan: “we have a Swedish missionary living in the
compound of one of our Mission houses. They are studying the Mongol language preparatory to working among that
people”.

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2684

2684 )

1900 (May 30) envelope from Peking to Yssingeaux, France (7.8), showing “Peking” bilingual c.d.s., indicating
payment in cash, subscriber’s mail, or acceptance of foreign postage applied by the sender, “Shanghai” bilingual
transit c.d.s. (6.4, on reverse), bearing France “Chine” 25c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Shang-hai/
Chine” c.d.s. (6.4), minor tone and small edge tears at right, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd

stamps@kelleherasia.com
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Samshui
Samshui & Shanghai

2685

2685 )

1900 (Feb. 11) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Samshui to Lichtenthal, Germany (3.15), bearing C.I.P. 1c
and 2c, canceled by “Samshui” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed
tie-print (very rare) and “Hong Kong/C” c.d.s. (2.12), Very Fine and an elusive I.P.O. tie-print.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

Shanghai

2686

2686 )

1899 (Apr. 21) envelope (252 x 111mm) from Woosung to Lichtenthal, Germany (5.25), via Hong Kong (4.25),
redirected to Friedrichshafen (5.26) bearing on front and back I.C.P. 20c and 30c with C.I.P. 5c (2), 10c (2) and
$1, canceled by “Woosung” dollar dater (“third month and 25th year of Emperor Kuang Hsu” simplified as “third
month”), in combination with Hong Kong 10c purple on red vertical strip of nine and single with “I.P.O.” framed tieprint and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (4.21), with “R” in circle handstamp adjacent, one Hong Kong 10c crossed by vertical
letter fold, Fine to Very Fine and a spectacular franking, illustrated in Explore Dollar Daters (1897-1913), p. 126, ex
Stephen Gates.
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000
The Shanghai I.P.O. framed tie-print was in use in Woosung from April to November 1899.

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2687 )

2687

2688

1899 (Apr. 20) postcard from Shanghai to Rostock, Germany (5.27), via Hong Kong (4.25), bearing C.I.P. ½c (2),
1c and 2c, canceled by pakua, “Shanghai/Local Post/E” double-ring datestamp alongside, in combination with Hong
Kong 2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (4.21), the C.I.P. stamps have slight oxidization,
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2688 )

1899 (Apr. 21) postcard from Shanghai to Berlin, Germany (5.27), via Hong Kong (4.25), bearing C.I.P. ½c (2),
1c and 2c, canceled by “Shanghai” dollar dater, in combination with Hong Kong 2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print
and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (4.21), the C.I.P. 2c (oxidized) has a few small perforation faults at top left due to application
just over top of the postcard, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2689

2689 )

2690

1899 (Apr. 21) postcard from Shanghai to Rohrbach, Austria (5.27), via Hong Kong, bearing C.I.P. ½c pair, 1c
and 2c, canceled by “Shanghai” dollar dater, in combination with Hong Kong 2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print
and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (4.21), the C.I.P. 1c has a few trimmed perforations at upper left and the card scuffed at right,
otherwise Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2690 )

1899 (May 12) envelope from Kiukiang to Langres, France, showing “Kiukiang” bilingual c.d.s., indicating
payment in cash, subscriber’s mail, or acceptance of foreign postage applied by the sender, in combination with
France “Chine” 25c with I.P.O. framed tie-print and ‘Shang-hai/Chine” c.d.s. (5.15), flap at back missing, Very Fine.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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2691

2691 )

2692

1899 (May 14) postcard from Shanghai to Constantinople (6.19), via Hong Kong (5.19), Suez (6.12) and Alexandria
(6.13), bearing C.I.P. 1c (2) and 2c, canceled by “Shanghai” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c pair
with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (5.15), showing “Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No. 5” octagonal datestamp
(5.20) adjacent, one C.I.P. 1c has a corner defect and slight ageing in margin, otherwise Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2692 )

1899 (July 12) registered parcel frontispiece (252 x 111mm) with reverse sender’s portion from Woosung to
Lichtenthal, Germany (8.21), via Shanghai Imperial Post (7.13) and Hong Kong (7.21), bearing C.I.P. $2, canceled
by “Woosung” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 10c purple on red block of six, vertical strip of
three, pairs (4) and singles (3) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (7.13), showing “R” in circle
handstamp adjacent, the Hong Kong 10c stamps have a few small faults, Fine to Very Fine and sensational franking.
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2693

2693 )

2694

1899 (July 17) envelope from Woosung to Lichtenthal, Germany, bearing C.I.P. ½c pair with interpane margin
and singles (2), canceled by “Woosung” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (7.17, on reverse), in
combination with Hong Kong 2c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (7.17), unsealed as per printed
matter regulations, a few trivial age spots, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2694 )

1899 (July 20) Shanghai Local Post postcard from Shanghai to Munich, Germany (8.31), bearing C.I.P. 1c and
2c, canceled by “Shanghai” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and
“Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (7.24), the 2c has small faults, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2695

2695 )

2696

1899 (July 27) postcard from Shanghai to Trieste, Austria (9.2), bearing C.I.P. 4c, canceled by “Shanghai/
Local Post/E” double-ring datestamp, in combination with Hong Kong 2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and
“Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (7.31), and additionally tied by “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (8.4), the card lightly toned, Fine to Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2696 )

1899 (July) front (272 x 158mm) from Shanghai to the Collector of Customs, Calcutta, India (8.29), printed
address label from the Inspectorate General of Customs at the Statistical Department in Shanghai, bearing C.I.P. 4c
pair and 10c block of six, canceled by “Shanghai” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c block of four
and 10c purple on red block of six with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (8.12), letter folds and
creased in places affecting the Hong Kong 2c block, Fine to Very Fine franking.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2697 )

2697

2698

1899 (Aug. 2) envelope from Kuling to Geneva (9.9), via Hong Kong (8.11), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by
“Kuling” bilingual c.d.s., “Kiukiang” (8.3) and “Shanghai” (8.5) bilingual transit c.d.s. on reverse, in combination
with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (8.7), showing “Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No. 4”
octagonal datestamp on reverse, Very Fine and rare origin, with 1998 BPB certificate.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2698 )

1899 (Aug. 25) envelope from Shanghai to Richmond, Va. (arrival), via Yokohama (8.31) and San Francisco
(9.18), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by pakua, matching “Shanghai/Local Post/C” double-ring datestamp, in
combination with Japan Koban 10s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (8.25), Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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2699

2699 )

2700

1899 (Sept. 1) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Shanghai to Charlottenburg, Berlin (10.10), bearing C.I.P.
4c, canceled by pakua, additionally tied by “Shanghai/Local Post/C double-ring datestamp and “Hong Kong/F” c.d.s.
(9.7), in combination with Hong Kong 2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (9.4), Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2700 )

1899 (Sept. 18) postcard from Shanghai to Spezia, Italy, via Hong Kong (9.22), bearing C.I.P. 4c, canceled by
pakua, matching “Shanghai/ Local Post/C” double-ring datestamp, in combination with Hong Kong 2c pair with
“I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (9.18), Ligne N c.d.s. (9.23) alongside, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2701 )

80

2701

1899 (Sept. 19) envelope from Kuling to Whippany, New Jersey, via Yokohama (9.28) and New York (10.26),
bearing on reverse C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Kuling” bilingual c.d.s., “Kiukiang” (9.20) and “Shanghai” (9.22) bilingual
transit c.d.s., and on front Japan Koban 10s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (9.23), opened
out for display, Fine to Very Fine and rare origin, ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd

stamps@kelleherasia.com
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2702 )

2702

2703

1899 (Sept. 28) picture postcard of Peitaiho from Shanghai to St. Petersburg, Russia (12.11), via Hong Kong
(10.6), bearing C.I.P. ½c (2), 1c and 2c, canceled by “Shanghai” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong
2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print of Peking (type 1) and “Shanghai/B” c.d.s. (10.6), showing “Ligne N/Paq. Fr.
No. 5” octagonal datestamp (10.7) and faint strike of Russian “Ovezzarazheno” (disinfected) handstamp in Cyrillic
adjacent, the card is datelined “21 Sept. 1899 Peking” in Cyrillic which explains possible origin with the C.I.P. stamps
left uncanceled until arrival in Shanghai, Fine to Very Fine, rare destination and disinfected usage at such a late date.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2703 )

1899 (Oct. 2) registered envelope from Shanghai to Pola, Austria (11.4), via Hong Kong (10.6), bearing C.I.P. 30c,
canceled by “Shanghai” bilingual c.d.s., overlapped by Hong Kong 10c vertical strip of three with “I.P.O.” framed
tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (10.2), showing “R” unframed and “R” in circle handstamps, and “Ligne N/Paq. Fr.
No. 5” octagonal datestamp (10.7) adjacent, Fine to Very Fine and handsome cover.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2704 )

2704

2705

1899 (Oct. 9) Shanghai Local Post postcard from Shanghai to Trieste, Austria (arrival), via Hong Kong, bearing
C.I.P. 4c, canceled by “Shanghai” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tieprint and “Shanghai” c.d.s. (10.9), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2705 )

1899 (Oct. 28) postcard from Shanghai to Dresden, Germany (12.4), via Hong Kong (11.3), bearing C.I.P. 2c (2),
canceled by pakua, matching “Shanghai/Local Post/B” double-ring datestamp, in combination with Hong Kong 2c
pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai” c.d.s. (10.30), the C.I.P. 2c stamps are oxidized, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2706 )

2706

2707

1899 (Oct. 9) Shanghai Local Post postcard from Shanghai to Trieste, Austria (arrival), via Hong Kong, bearing
C.I.P. 4c, canceled by “Shanghai” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tieprint and “Shanghai” c.d.s. (10.9), small faults, otherwise Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2707 )

1899 (Oct.) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Kiukiang to Geneva (12.9), bearing C.I.P. 4c, canceled by
“Kiukiang” bilingual c.d.s. and pakua, “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (11.4), in combination with Hong Kong 2c
pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (11.4), datelined “Nan-chang Octobre 25, 1899”, minor
creasing and small tear in margin at top, Fine to Very Fine and rare origin.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2708 )

82

Shasi

2708

1900 (Apr. 20) envelope to Uden, Netherlands (6.6), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Shasi” bilingual c.d.s.,
“Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (4.26), in combination with Hong Kong 10c with I.P.O. framed tie-print (RRR)
only, uncanceled, a little roughly opened at right, nevertheless Very Fine and a rarity.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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Soochow
Soochow & Swatow

2709 )

2709

2710

1899 (June 24) envelope from Soochow to Little Rock, Arkansas (7.25), via Yokohama (7.1) and San Francisco
(7.20), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Soochow” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (6.25, on
reverse), in combination with Japan Koban 10s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (RRR) and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s.
(6.26), showing “Little Rock/Ark./ Train Delayed” duplex on reverse, the C.I.P. stamp is oxidized, otherwise Fine to
Very Fine, ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
Probably the earliest surviving usage of the Soochow I.P.O. tie-print.

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2710 )

1900 (Feb. 15) envelope from Soochow to Little Mills, North Carolina, via Yokohama and Vancouver (3.7),
bearing on reverse C.I.P. 1c block of four, pair and singles (4), canceled by “Soochow” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai”
bilingual transit c.d.s. (2.16, on reverse), and on front Japan Koban 1s blocks of four (2) and singles (2) with “I.P.O.”
framed tie-print (RRR) and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (2.17), the two Koban blocks are applied across the front and
back of the cover and one C.I.P. 1c is defective, Fine to Very Fine appearance, a rare and spectacular usage.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2711 )

Swatow

2711

1899 (Jan. 19) envelope from Swatow to Lynn, Massachusetts (2.28), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Swatow”
dollar dater (missing “year” in the “24th year of the Emperor Kuang Hsu”), in combination with Hong Kong 10c with
crisp impression of “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Hong Kong/D” c.d.s. (1.25), the cover has a sealed opening
tear behind the 10 cents stamp which has resulted in the top right corner of the stamp having been inconspicuously
torn through, Extremely Fine appearance, illustrated in Explore Dollar Daters (1897-1913), p. 168, and ex W.S.
Kong.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
Swatow was the first post office in China to use the I.P.O. tie-prints, and began using these from January 1899.
Therefore, this envelope ranks as an early, if not the earliest, use of the I.P.O. tie-print for all of China.

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2712 )

2712

1899 (Mar.) envelope from Swatow to Lewes, England (5.15), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Swatow”
dollar dater, and on front Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Hong Kong/B” c.d.s. (3.15),
the cover is opened out for display and has diagonal creasing at top right which crosses the Hong Kong adhesive,
nevertheless Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2713 )

2713

2714

1899 (Apr. 11) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Swatow to Potsdam, Germany (5.13), bearing C.I.P. 1c and
2c, canceled by “Swatow” dollar dater (missing “year” in the “24th year of the Emperor Kuang Hsu”), in combination
with Hong Kong 4c with crisp impression of “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Hong Kong/C” c.d.s. (4.12), card
has age spotting, Very Fine appearance, illustrated in Explore Dollar Daters (1897-1913), p. 169.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2714 )

1899 (July 7) envelope from Swatow to Lichtenthal, Germany, bearing C.I.P. ½c block of four, canceled by
“Swatow” bilingual c.d.s., another superb strike (5.8) on reverse, in combination with Hong Kong 2c with “I.P.O.”
framed tie-print (type 1) and “Hong Kong” c.d.s. (7.10), unsealed as per printed matter regulations, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2715 )

2715

2716

1900 (May 26) registered envelope from Swatow to Zöschen, Germany (6.30), bearing C.I.P. ½c (2), 1c (2), 2c, 5c
and 10c, canceled by “Swatow” bilingual c.d.s., “R/Swatow I.P.O./No. E.95” framed handstamp in red additionally
ties the 5c stamp, in combination with Hong Kong Chinese character surcharge 20c on 30c with “I.P.O.” framed tieprint (type 2) and “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (5.28), one C.I.P. 1c has small marginal defect, Fine to Very Fine, a charming
and delightful franking.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2716 )

1900 (July 14) Hong Kong 4c postal stationery card from Swatow to Basel, Switzerland (8.14), showing
“Swatow” bilingual c.d.s., the indicia with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2) and “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (7.15),
showing “Yokohama à Marseille/L.N. No. 6” octagonal datestamp (7.16) adjacent, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2717 )

2717

1900 (Aug. 24) registered envelope from Swatow to Meran, Austria (9.27), redirected to Munich (9.28), bearing
on reverse C.I.P. 20c, canceled by “Swatow” bilingual c.d.s., “R/Swatow I.P.O./No. H.59” framed handstamp in red
on front, in combination with Hong Kong 10c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2) and “Hong Kong/B”
c.d.s. (8.26), showing “Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No. 7” octagonal datestamp (8.27) adjacent, cover opened out for display and
slightly reduced at top, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2718 )

2718

1900 (Nov. 27) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Swatow to Gera, Germany (12.27), bearing C.I.P. ½c and 5c,
canceled by “Swatow” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print
(type 2) and “Hong Kong/B” c.d.s. (11.28), Chinese postage overpaid, Fine to Very Fine. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2719 )

2719

1900 (Dec.) red-band envelope from Chuchow to Freienwalde, Germany (1.20.01), via Hong Kong (12.16),
showing on reverse “Chuchow Ferry Post Office” tombstone handstamp in red and “Swatow” bilingual c.d.s. (12.15),
and bearing on front Great Britain Jubilee 3d violet on yellow (S.G. 202. Scott 115) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type
2), uncanceled, showing “Der Ermittelung des Absenders/Amtlich Geöffnet/durch die/Kais. Ober-/Postdirektion/
Berlin” blue on white embossed officially opened seal of the German Post Office in Berlin, cover roughly opened
at top and the red from the red-band envelope has suffused through the paper, an exceptional and possibly unique
instance of an I.P.O. tie-print used on a stamp of Great Britain.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2720 )

2720

2721

1901 (Mar. 28) C.I.P. 1c message card from Swatow to Bremerhaven, Germany (5.4), bearing C.I.P. 1c and 2c,
canceled by “Swatow” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print
(type 3) in red and “Hong Kong/D” c.d.s. (3.30), two stamps have small faults, Fine to Very Fine, with 1994 Lantelme
certificate.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2721 )

1901 (Apr. 17) Hong Kong 4c on 3c reply card from Swatow to Leipzig, Germany (5.2), “Reply” crossed out,
showing “Swatow” bilingual origin c.d.s. and the indicia with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 3) in red and “Hong
Kong/B” c.d.s. (4.19), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2722 )

2722

2723

1901 (Apr. 26) Hong Kong 4c on 3c postal stationery card from Swatow to Erfurt, Germany (5.29), showing
“Swatow” bilingual origin c.d.s. and the indicia with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 3) in red and “Hong Kong/C”
c.d.s. (4.2), the card has corner creasing at top right, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2723 )

1901 (June 22) Hong Kong 5c postal stationery envelope registered from Swatow to Sultanabad, Persia, via
Tuticorin (7.10), Bombay (7.13) and Bouchir, showing “Swatow” bilingual origin c.d.s. and “R/Swatow I.P.O./No.
f.171” framed handstamp in red, bearing Hong Kong 2c (3) and 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 2) and “Hong
Kong/A” c.d.s. (6.4), small ink spot and a few tears at top, otherwise Fine to Very Fine, and a rare destination.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2724 )

2724

1901 (Nov. 13) Hong Kong 4c on 3c reply card from Swatow to Basel, Switzerland (12.16), “Reply” crossed out,
showing “Swatow” bilingual origin c.d.s. and the indicia with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 3) in red and “Victoria/
Hong Kong” c.d.s. (11.14), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2725 )

2725

1901 (Nov. 13) envelope from Swatow to Milwaukee, Wisconsin, bearing on reverse C.I.P. 1c (2), canceled by
“Swatow” bilingual c.d.s., and on front Hong Kong 2c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 3) in red and “Victoria/
Hong Kong” c.d.s. (11.19), opened out for display, a few cover faults, Fine to Very Fine printed matter usage.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2726 )

2726

1901 (Dec. 5) registered envelope from Swatow to Newcastle, Great Britain (1.5.02), via London (1.4.02), bearing
C.I.P. 20c, canceled by “Swatow” bilingual c.d.s., “R/Swatow I.P.O./No. 481” framed handstamp in red alongside,
in combination with Hong Kong Chinese surcharge 20c on 30c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 3) in red and
“Registered/ G.P.O. Hong Kong” c.d.s. (12.8), a little roughly opened at top and flap at back missing, Fine to Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2727 )

2727

2728

1901 (Dec. 13) envelope from Swatow to Herford, Germany (1.13.02), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Swatow”
bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 3) in red and “Victoria/Hong
Kong” c.d.s. (12.14), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2728 )

1903 (July 9) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Swatow to London, bearing C.I.P. 1c and 2c, canceled by
“Swatow” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 4c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and
“Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (7.1), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
Datelined “Chinese Imperial Post Office, Swatow, 9th July 1903”, the message reads; “Have just arrived at above
place. Left Hong Kong at 12.00 noon yesterday & landed here at 8:00. This afternoon I am off to Tamsui (Formosa)
via Amoy”…. Am traveling by a Japanese steamer by name S.S. ‘Daigi Maru’”.

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2729 )

2729

1903 (Aug. 4) envelope from Hsingning to Frankfurt (9.3), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Hsingning/Post
Office” tombstone handstamp, “Letter Box No. 1” framed h.s. in red (on reverse) and “Swatow” bilingual c.d.s. (8.4),
in combination with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 4) and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (8.6),
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2730 )

2730

1903 (Oct. 20) C.I.P. 1c + 1c reply paid card from Swatow to Montreal, Canada (11.30), bearing C.I.P. 1c and
2c, canceled by “Swatow” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong KEVII 4c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print
(type 4) and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (10.22), the reply portion already franked with C.I.P. 1c and 2c canceled by
“Swatow” bilingual c.d.s. (10.20) and Hong Kong 4c with “I.P.O.” tie-print (type 4), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2731 )

2731

1904 (Feb. 1) registered envelope (embossed “Custom House, Swatow” seal on flap) from Swatow to York,
England (3.10), via Hong Kong (2.3) and London (3.9), bearing C.I.P. 2c vertical pair and 10c, canceled by
“Swatow” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong KEVII 4c and 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 4)
and “Swatow” c.d.s. (2.2, type E), showing “R/Swatow I.P.O./No. 223” framed handstamp in red and “R” in circle
handstamp adjacent, superb “Office of Maritime Customs/Swatow” wax seal in red on reverse, the Hong Kong 10c is
creased at top, Fine to Very Fine, with photocopy of 2001 B.P.A. certificate.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2732 )

2732

1904 (Apr.) envelope from Hsingning to Gelterkinden, Baselland, Switzerland (5.7), bearing C.I.P. 1c, 4c, 5c
and 10c, canceled by “Hsingning/Post Office” tombstone handstamp, “Swatow” bilingual c.d.s. (4.8) on reverse, in
combination with Hong Kong KEVII 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 4) and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s.
(4.6), the C.I.P. 5c is oxidized and the cover has two central vertical folds clear of stamps, Fine to Very Fine and a
lovely usage, with 1996 Holcombe certificate.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2733 )

2733

1904 (July 2) envelope from Hsingning to Lucerne, Switzerland (8.11), endorsed “Druksache, printed matter”,
bearing C.I.P. 2c and 4c, canceled by “Kwangtung/ Hsingning” lunar double-ring datestamp, showing on reverse
“Letter Box No. 1” framed h.s. in red and “Swatow” bilingual transit c.d.s. (7.3), in combination with Hong Kong
QV 2c (applied across flap) and KEVII 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 4) and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s.,
“Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No. 2” c.d.s. (7.12) on front, unsealed as per printed matter regulations, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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Swatow & Taku

2734 )

2734

2735

1904 (Aug. 2) envelope from Kwangtung Province to Bischofszell, Switzerland (9.11), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled
by “Kwangtung/“ lunar double-ring datestamp, “Hsingning” (8.3) and “Swatow” (8.10) lunar transit daters (on
reverse), in combination with Hong Kong KEVII 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 4) and “Victoria/Hong
Kong” c.d.s. (8.11), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2735 )

1904 (Nov. 9) C.I.P. 1c reply card from Swatow to Bangkok (11.21), bearing C.I.P. 4c, canceled by “Swatau/
Deutsche Post” c.d.s. and the indicia by “Swatow” bilingual c.d.s. (11.10), in combination with Hong Kong KEVII 2c
vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 4) and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (11.11), Fine to Very Fine, late
usage and a scarce destination.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2736 )

Taku

2736

1899 (Apr. 15) postcard from Taku to Eckesey, Germany (5.27), via Hong Kong (4.25), bearing C.I.P. 4c, canceled
by pakua in blue, matching “Taku” dollar dater, “Shanghai” transit dollar dater (4.19), in combination with Hong Kong
2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print of Shanghai and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (4.20), Fine to Very Fine, and among the
rarest of the dollar daters for China. 
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2737 )

2737

1899 (July 21) registered envelope from Peitaiho to Liège, Belgium (9.3), via Hong Kong, Brindisi (9.1) and
Brussels (9.3), redirected to Blankenberghe (9.4), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 2c (5, with vertical strip of three) and
5c vertical strips of three (2), canceled by “Peitaiho” bilingual c.d.s., “Taku” (7.23) and “Shanghai” (7.27) bilingual
transit c.d.s., and on front Hong Kong 10c pairs (2) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (so-called Tientsin type 2) and
“Shanghai” c.d.s. (7.27), one Hong Kong 10c pair uncanceled, showing “R” unframed handstamp in red and “R” in
circle handstamp in black adjacent, minor peripheral cover imperfections, Fine to Very Fine and pleasing registered
triple rate franking.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
The I.P.O. framed tie-print for Taku was originally classified in Webb as Tientsin type 2.

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2738 )

2738

1899 (July 25) envelope from Peitaiho to Lincoln City, Indiana (arrival), via New York (9.3), bearing on reverse
C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Peitaiho” bilingual c.d.s., “Taku” (7.25) and “Shanghai” (7.29) bilingual transit c.d.s., and
on front Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (so-called Tientsin type 2) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (7.31), the
cover is opened out for display, reinforced at the join and shortened at right, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2739 )

2739

1899 (Aug. 27) postcard from Peitaiho to Wieselbach, Germany (10.9), via Hong Kong (9.7), bearing C.I.P. 2c
pair, canceled by “Peitaiho” bilingual c.d.s., “Taku” (8.29) and “Shanghai” (9.2) bilingual transit c.d.s., in combination
with Hong Kong 2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (so-called Tientsin type 2) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (9.2), a few
faults, Fine to Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2740 )

2740

1899 (Sept. 9) envelope from Tangshan to Philadelphia (10.14), via Yokohama (9.18) and San Francisco
(10.9), redirected to Rosemont, bearing on reverse C.I.P. 20c, canceled by “Tangshan” bilingual c.d.s., “Taku”
(9.9) and “Shanghai” (9.13) bilingual transit c.d.s., and on front Japan Koban 20s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print
(so-called Tientsin type 2) and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (9.13), Fine to Very Fine usage through the Japanese P.O.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2741 )

2741

1899 (Sept. 6) envelope from Peitaiho to Lincoln City, Indiana (10.14), via Yokohama (9.18) and San Francisco
(10.9), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Peitaiho” bilingual c.d.s., “Taku” (9.6) and “Shanghai” (9.9)
bilingual transit c.d.s., and on front Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (so-called Tientsin type 2) and
“Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (9.9), the cover is opened out for display, some age spotting, otherwise Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2742 )

2742

1899 (Dec. 6) envelope from Tangshan to Boston (1.17.00), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Tangshan” bilingual
c.d.s., “Taku” (12.7) and “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. on reverse, in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical
strip of three and pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (so-called Tientsin type 2) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (12.16),
showing “T” unframed and “T” in circle handstamps, “New York/Due 10 cents” dual ring datestamp (1.16.00), with
U.S. Postage Due 10c applied on arrival and tied by “Boston/Mass.” oval handstamp, Fine to Very Fine taxed cover.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2743 )

Tientsin

2743

1899 (Apr. 3) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Tientsin to New York (5.11), bearing C.I.P. 1c and 2c, canceled
by pakua in blue, matching “Tientsin” double-ring datestamp with “Customs” removed, “Shanghai” transit dollar
dater (4.9, missing “25” in “the 25th year of Emperor Kuang Hsu”), in combination with Japan 2s pair with “I.P.O.”
framed tie-print (type 1) in blue and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (4.12), showing “T”, violet “Ctms/T” and “Collect
Postage 2 cents” handstamps, with U.S. Postage Due 2c applied on arrival and tied by “New York/“ duplex, card has a
few small edge faults, Fine to Very Fine, a fabulous usage and marvelous example of postage due on China stationery
cards sent through the Imperial Japanese Post Office, being especially elusive with the I.P.O. tie-print.
Estimate $20,000 - 25,000
(photo on back cover)
A very early, if not the earliest, use of the I.P.O. tie-print for Tientsin.
The foreign postcard rate was 4 cents; however, the Japanese Post Office did not accept any postal stationery other
than its own, so there was a charge for postage due (1 cent postage with double penalty = 2 cents).

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2744 )

96

2744

1899 (Apr. 26) envelope from Tientsin to Manila, Philippine Islands, via Hong Kong (5.5), bearing on reverse
C.I.P. 10c, canceled by pakua in blue, matching “Tientsin” double-ring datestamp with “Customs” removed (on front),
“Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (5.1), and on front Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) in blue
and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (5.1), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2745 )

2745

1899 (May 6) envelope from Tientsin to Bordeaux, France (6.18), showing “Tientsin” double-ring origin datestamp
in blue with “Customs” removed, “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (5.13, on reverse), bearing German “China”
diagonal overprint 20pf ultramarine (Michel 4I. Scott 4a), with I.P.O. framed tie-print (type 1) in red and “Shanghai/
Deutsche Post/a” c.d.s. (5.15), Very Fine and rare usage, with 1993 Steuer certificate.
Estimate $20,000 - 25,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2746 )

2746

1899 (May 3) envelope from Tientsin to Mount Vernon, New York (6.6), via Yokohama (5.15) and Tacoma (6.1),
bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Tong-shan/Post Office” double-ring datestamp, “Tientsin” transit dollar dater (5.3)
in blue and “Shanghai” bilingual c.d.s. (5.8) on reverse, in combination with Japan Koban 10s with “I.P.O.” framed
tie-print (type 1) in blue and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (5.8), Fine to Very Fine and scarce origin, ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2747 )

2747

2749

1899 (May 4) neat decorative envelope from Tientsin to Lichtenthal, Germany (6.12), bearing I.C.P. ½c (2) and
1c, canceled by pakua in blue, matching “Tientsin” double-ring datestamp with “Customs” removed, “Shanghai”
bilingual transit c.d.s. (5.7, on reverse), in combination with Hong Kong 2c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) in
blue and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (5.7), Fine to Very Fine and attractive printed matter rate.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2748 )

2748

1899 (May 31) registered envelope (260 x 122mm) from Tientsin to Baden-Baden, Germany (7.9), via Hong
Kong (6.9), redirected to Friedrichroda (7.10), bearing C.I.P. $2 claret and yellow (Chan 114. Scott 108), canceled
by “Tientsin” bilingual c.d.s. in blue, in combination with Hong Kong Chinese character surcharge 50c on 48c lilac
(S.G. 49. Scott 62) with I.P.O. framed tie-print (type 1) in blue and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (6.5), showing “R” unframed
handstamp in red and “R” in circle handstamp in black, the C.I.P. $2 has a corner bend and the cover has vertical filing
fold at left well clear of the stamps, Fine to Very Fine and fresh single franking of the C.I.P. high value, ex Stephen
Gates.
Estimate $12,000 - 15,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2749 )

1899 (June 6) envelope from Tientsin to Fleurier, Switzerland (7.17), via Hong Kong (7.16), bearing C.I.P. 1c,
4c, 5c and 10c, canceled by pakua in blue, matching “Tientsin” c.d.s. and “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (6.10, on
reverse), in combination with Hong Kong 10c (2) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) in blue and “Shanghai/C”
c.d.s. (6.9), showing “Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No. 10” c.d.s. (7.17) adjacent, overall Fine to Very Fine and colorful double
rate franking.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2750 )

2750

1899 (June 6) envelope from Tientsin to Detroit, Michigan (7.22), via Yokohama (6.22) and Tacoma (7.16),
bearing C.I.P. 1c and 2c vertical pair, both with interpane margins at left, canceled by “Tientsin” bilingual c.d.s. in
blue, in combination with Japan Koban 1s and 2s (2) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) in blue and “Shanghai/
I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (6.16), the envelope having been additionally franked by the Chinese Imperial P.O. at Shanghai with
German “China” diagonal overprint 10pf and 20pf, canceled by “Shanghai” c.d.s. (6.12) of the German Post Office,
which could not transmit the letter overseas, which is why the Japanese P.O. was finally entrusted with the envelope
as originally intended, truncated top right corner as per printed matter regulations, one Japan 2s has an irregular
perforation of no consequence, Fine to Very Fine, and an exceptionally rare printed matter triple combination.
Estimate $25,000 - 30,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2751 )

2751

1899 (June 24) envelope from Tientsin to Bridgeton, New Jersey (7.25), via Yokohama (7.6) and New York (7.25),
bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by pakua in blue, matching “Tientsin” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s.
(6.27) on reverse, in combination with Japan Koban 10s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) in blue and “Shanghai/
I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (6.30), the C.I.P. 10c has small faults, nevertheless Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2752 )

2752

1899 (June) neat envelope to Léchelles, Switzerland (7.18), showing “Paoting/Post Office” tombstone origin
handstamp, blue “Tientsin” (6.3) and “Shanghai” (6.7) bilingual transit c.d.s. on reverse, in combination with France
Peace and Commerce 25c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) in blue and “Shang-hai/Chine” c.d.s. (6.10), showing
“Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No. 10” c.d.s. (6.13) adjacent, small opening faults and slight ageing, Fine to Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
(photo on back cover)

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2753 )

2753

2754

1899 (July 1) envelope from Tientsin to Toronto, Canada (8.14), via Yokohama (7.18) and San Francisco, bearing
C.I.P. 10c, canceled by “Tientsin” bilingual c.d.s. in blue, “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (7.6) on reverse, in
combination with Japan Koban 10s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) in blue and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (7.6),
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2754 )

1899 (July 5) postcard from Tientsin to Neudetendorf, Germany (8.14), via Hong Kong (7.14), bearing C.I.P. 5c,
canceled by “Tientsin” bilingual c.d.s. in blue, “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (7.9) adjacent, in combination with
Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) in blue and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (7.10), the C.I.P. 5c
oxidized and the card has some surface scuffs around the stamp, Fine appearance.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2755 )

2755

1899 (Aug.) envelope from Tientsin to Prague, Bohemia (arrival), via Hong Kong (8.25), bearing on reverse
C.I.P. 10c, canceled by pakua, “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (8.16) alongside, and on front Hong Kong 10c
with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (8.17), showing “Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No. 3” octagonal
datestamp (8.26) adjacent, flap at back largely missing but barely affecting the postal markings, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2756 )

2756

1899 (Sept. 4) “On Railway Service” corner card registered envelope (225 x 98mm) from Shanhaikwan to
Surrey, England, via Hong Kong and London (10.24), bearing C.I.P. 5c (2) and 10c pair, canceled by “Shanhaikwan/
Post Office” tombstone handstamp, and another strike on reverse has the date (8th month, 6th day) in manuscript at
top, the stamps additionally tied by “Tientsin” bilingual c.d.s. (9.11), in combination with Hong Kong 10c vertical
strip of three with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (9.18), showing “R” unframed handstamp
in red, “Registered” bilingual unframed handstamp and “R” in circle handstamp on front and back, two stamps in
the Hong Kong 10c strip are creased, and the cover is opened out for display with some wear and a vertical tear clear
of the stamps, Fine to Very Fine and remarkable usage, with original three-page enclosed letter written on “Imperial
Chinese Railways” memorandum sheets from an English railway engineer working at Chung Ho So.
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2757 )

2757

2758

1899 (Oct. 29) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Tientsin to Flensburg, Germany (arrival), bearing C.I.P. 4c,
canceled by “Tientsin” bilingual c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (11.3) alongside, in combination with Hong
Kong 2c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (type 1) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (11.4), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2758 )

1899 (Dec. 6) “Russo-Chinese Bank” registered envelope from Tientsin to Sydney, New South Wales, Australia
(1.17.00), via Hong Kong (12.21), showing “Tientsin” bilingual origin c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. on
reverse, and bearing Japan Koban 10s pair and single with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s.
(12.19), showing “R/No./10” framed handstamp in red and Japanese P.O. handstamped registration label, cover
opened out for display, faults, Fine appearance, and a scarce registered double rate usage to an unusual destination, ex
Stephen Gates.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2759 )

2759

2760

1899 (Dec.) envelope from Paotingfu to a French railway employee in Paris, bearing C.I.P. 1c vertical pair, canceled
by tombstone handstamp, in combination with Hong Kong 2c with I.P.O. framed tie-print (type 1) and “Shanghai/C”
c.d.s. (12.27), unsealed as per printed matter regulations, cover opened out for display, faults, Fine appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2760 )

102

1900 (Oct. 9) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card registered from Tientsin to Munich (11.23), bearing C.I.P. 2c (2), 4c
and 5c, canceled by “Tientsin” bilingual c.d.s., the 5c additionally tied by “R” unframed handstamp in red, overlapped
by Hong Kong 2c pair and 10c without I.P.O. tie-print and canceled by “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (10.19), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2761 )

Wenchow

2761

1899 (July 3) registered envelope (embossed “Custom House, Wenchow” seal on flap) from Wenchow to Paris
(faint arrival), via Hong Kong (7.14), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 20c, canceled by “Wenchow” bilingual c.d.s., over
which wax seal applied, “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (7.10) alongside, and on front Hong Kong 10c pair with
“I.P.O.” framed tie-print (RRR) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (7.10), showing “R” unframed and “R” in circle handstamps,
and “Yokohama à Marseille/L.N. No. 6” octagonal datestamp (7.16), one Hong Kong 10c has blunt corner perforation,
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2762 )

2762

1900 (Apr. 3) registered envelope from Wenchow to Polisy, France (5.8), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 1c, 2c, 5c
and 10c, canceled by “Wenchow” bilingual c.d.s., the 5c additionally tied by “R” unframed handstamp, “Shanghai”
bilingual transit c.d.s. (4.14) alongside, and on front Hong Kong 2c (4, with a pair) and 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tieprint (RRR), and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (4.17), showing “R” unframed and “R” in circle handstamps, and “Ligne N/
Paq. Fr. No. 3” octagonal datestamp (4.19) adjacent, the envelope, which contained photographs, is centrally folded
and large part complete, Fine to Very Fine four times rate usage in the printed matter category.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2763 )

2763

1900 (Aug.) neat envelope from the China Inland Mission near Wenchow to Ennenda, Switzerland (10.9),
showing “Chuchow/Post Office” tombstone handstamp, being the closest post office in the vicinity, “Wenchow” (8.21)
and “Shanghai” (9.4, on reverse) bilingual transit c.d.s., bearing Germany Germania 20pf with “I.P.O.” framed tieprint (RRR) and “Shanghai/Deutsche Post/a” c.d.s. (9.4), Fine to Very Fine, with 2000 Steuer certificate.
Estimate $18,000 - 22,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2764 )

2764

2765

1902 (Dec. 24) Hong Kong 4c postal stationery card from Wenchow to Vienna (1.31.03), showing “Wenchow”
origin and “Shanghai” transit c.d.s. (12.27), the indicia with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (RRR) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s.
(12.29), light central vertical crease, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2765 )

104

1903 (Sept. 20) registered envelope from Wenchow to Paris (10.30), bearing France Sower 25c blue pair (Maury
132. Scott 141) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (RRR) and pen strokes, showing “R/Wenchow (China)/No. 87” framed
handstamp, the cover (flap at back missing) has central vertical crease and area of ageing, Fine to Very Fine appearance
for this rare and late usage.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2766 )

Wuchow

2766

1899 (Apr. 14) neat envelope from Wuchow to Avignon, France (5.20), showing “Imperial Post Office” oval origin
datestamp in blue, bearing on reverse C.I.P. 10c, canceled by pakua, matching “Canton” dollar dater (4.15), and on
front Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/B’ c.d.s. (4.16), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2767 )

2767

2768

1899 (May 16) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Wuchow to Lichtenthal, Germany (9.16), bearing C.I.P. 4c,
canceled by “Wuchow” bilingual c.d.s., “Canton” bilingual transit c.d.s. (5.18) alongside, in combination with Hong
Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong” c.d.s. (5.18), hand-painted color illustration of
pagoda and river boats on reverse, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2768 )

1899 (July 5) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Wuchow to Lichtenthal, Germany, bearing C.I.P. 4c, canceled
by “Wuchow” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and
“Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (7.7), Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2769 )

2769

2770

1899 (Oct. 16) registered envelope (204 x 135mm) from Wuchow to Lichtenthal, Germany (11.29), bearing
C.I.P. 20c and $1 from the foot of the sheet, canceled by “Wuchow” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong
Chinese character surcharge 20c on 30c and $1 on 96c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s.
(10.18), showing “R” unframed handstamp adjacent, the $1 slightly oxidized and the cover has insignificant crumpling
at right, Fine to Very Fine, signed P. Holcombe.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2770 )

1899 (Nov. 1) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Wuchow to Lichtenthal, Germany (12.3), bearing C.I.P. 1c
and 2c, canceled by “Wuchow” bilingual c.d.s., “Canton” bilingual transit c.d.s. (11.3) alongside, in combination
with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/F” c.d.s. (11.3), hand-painted color
illustration of river boat and mountainous area on reverse, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2771 )

2771

2772

1899 (Dec. 18) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Wuchow to Lichtenthal, Germany (1.20.00), bearing C.I.P.
4c, canceled by “Wuchow” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair with “I.P.O.” framed tieprint and “Hong Kong/B” c.d.s. (12.20), Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2772 )

1899 (Dec. 31) registered envelope from Wuchow to Salzburg, Austria (2.3), bearing C.I.P. 1c, 4c, 5c and 10c,
canceled by “Wuchow” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 5c strip of four with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print
and “Hong Kong/B” c.d.s. (1.3.00), showing “R” unframed handstamp adjacent, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2773 )

2773

2774

1900 (Jan. 10) registered envelope from Wuchow to Budapest, Hungary (2.14), bearing C.I.P. 20c, canceled by
“Wuchow” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/C”
c.d.s. (1.12), showing “R” unframed handstamp and “Ligne N/Paq. Fr. No. 7” octagonal datestamp (1.15) adjacent,
carried on the ship Ernest Simons, Fine to Very Fine, ex Bernard Berkinshaw-Smith.
Estimate $2,200 - 2,800

Postal History CanEstimatcels & Postmarks
2774 )

1900 (May 28) I.C.P. 1c postal stationery card from Wuchow to Lichtenthal, Germany (7.5), bearing C.I.P. 1c
and 2c, canceled by “Wuchow” bilingual c.d.s., “Canton” bilingual transit c.d.s. (5.31) alongside, in combination
with Hong Kong 4c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/E” c.d.s. (5.31), hand-painted color illustration
of house, river, forest and mountainous area on reverse, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2775 )

2775

2776

1900 (June 20) Hong Kong 4c postal stationery card from Wuchow to Lichtenthal, Germany (7.30), showing
“Wuchow” bilingual origin c.d.s., the indicia with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/D” c.d.s. (6.23), Fine to
Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2776 )

1900 (Oct. 30) registered envelope from Wuchow to Lichtenstal, Germany (12.4), bearing C.I.P. 20c and 30c,
both with sheet margins at left, canceled by “Wuchow” bilingual c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong Chinese
character surcharge 50c on 48c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print only, showing “R” unframed handstamp adjacent
and “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s. (11.2) on reverse, with “Chinese Imperial Post” registration receipt, Fine to Very Fine
registered four times rate franking, signed P. Holcombe.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
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2777 )

2777

1900 (Nov. 29) envelope from Wuchow to Dublin, Ireland, bearing C.I.P. 2c and 4c vertical pair, canceled by
“Wuchow” bilingual c.d.s., “Canton” bilingual transit c.d.s. (12.1, on reverse), in combination with Hong Kong 10c
with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/B” c.d.s. (12.2), some light age spots and part of flap at back missing,
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2778 )

2778

1901 (Mar. 25) registered red-band envelope from Wuchow to Liège, Belgium (4.27), via Brussels (4.26) bearing
on reverse C.I.P. 20c, canceled by “Wuchow” bilingual c.d.s., “Canton” bilingual transit c.d.s. (3.26) alongside, and
on front Hong Kong Chinese character surcharge 20c on 30c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Hong Kong/A” c.d.s.
(3.27), one part of flap at back missing, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2779 )

108

2779

1901 (July 27) envelope from Wuchow to the Royal Naval Hospital, Malta (8.11), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 5c
pair, canceled by “Wuchow” bilingual c.d.s. and additionally tied by “Valletta/Malta” arrival c.d.s., “Canton” bilingual
transit c.d.s. (7.29) alongside, and on front Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Victoria/Hong Kong”
c.d.s. (7.30), Fine to Very Fine and scarce destination.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2780 )

2780

2781

1901 (Nov. 28) envelope from Wuchow to Macclesfield, England (1.3.00), bearing C.I.P. 10c, canceled by
“Wuchow” bilingual c.d.s., “Canton” bilingual transit c.d.s. (11.27, on reverse), in combination with Hong Kong 10c
with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (11.28), Fine to Very Fine. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
2781 )

1902 (Jan. 21) postcard from Wuchow to London, bearing C.I.P. 4c, canceled by “Wuchow” bilingual c.d.s.,
“Canton” bilingual transit c.d.s. (1.23) alongside, in combination with Hong Kong 4c pair with “I.P.O.” framed tieprint and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (1.24), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2782 )

2782

1902 (Feb. 5) envelope from Wuchow to Long Island, New York (3.10), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 10c, canceled
by “Wuchow” bilingual c.d.s., “Canton” bilingual transit c.d.s. (2.4) alongside, and on front Hong Kong 10c with
“I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (2.7), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2783 )

2783

1902 (Apr. 2) postcard from Wuchow to London, bearing C.I.P. 2c vertical pair, canceled by “Wuchow” bilingual
c.d.s. and additionally tied by “Canton” bilingual transit c.d.s. (4.3), in combination with Hong Kong 4c pair with
“I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (4.4), card has small corner crease at top left, Fine to Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2784 )

2784

1902 (Apr. 25) envelope from Wuchow to Geneva, Indiana, via San Francisco (5.30), bearing on reverse C.I.P. 10c,
canceled by “Wuchow” bilingual c.d.s., “Canton” bilingual transit c.d.s. alongside, and on front Hong Kong 10c with
“I.P.O.” framed tie-print and “Victoria/Hong Kong” c.d.s. (4.27), Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2785 )

2785

1899 (Apr. 29) I.C.P. 1c. postal stationery card from Wuhu to Brussels, Belgium (6.6), via Hong Kong (5.5),
bearing C.I.P. 1c and 2c, canceled by pakua in brown, matching “Wuhu” dollar dater, “Shanghai” bilingual transit
c.d.s., in combination with Hong Kong 2c (2) with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (RRR) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (5.1), light
ageing in margins, Very Fine and desirable, ex W.S. Kong.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2786 )

2786

1899 (Apr. 26) registered envelope from Wuhu to Haiphong (5.6), via Hong Kong (5.2), bearing on reverse C.I.P.
10c vertical pair, canceled by pakua in brown, “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (4.28) alongside, and on front Hong
Kong Chinese character surcharge 20c on 30c with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (RRR) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (4.28),
showing “R” unframed and “R” in circle handstamps adjacent, the C.I.P. 10c pair has central stain from wax seal and
the cover opened out for display with wear/faults, Fine to Very Fine appearance, ex W.S. Kong.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2787 )

2787

1899 (May 13) envelope from Wuhu to London (6.19), bearing C.I.P. 10c, centrally canceled by “Wuhu” bilingual
c.d.s., “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (5.15, on reverse), in combination with Hong Kong 10c with “I.P.O.” framed
tie-print (RRR) and “Shanghai/C” c.d.s. (5.15), the cover roughly opened at top with tear impinging on the I.P.O. tieprint, otherwise Fine to Very Fine, ex Stephen Gates, signed P. Holcombe.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2788 )

2788

1899 (Sept. 15) envelope from Wuhu to New York (10.14), via Yokohama (9.26) and San Francisco (10.9), bearing
on reverse C.I.P. 10c, canceled by pakua, matching “Wuhu” bilingual origin c.d.s. (on front) and “Shanghai” bilingual
transit c.d.s. (9.17), and on front Japan Koban 10s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (RRR) and “Shanghai/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s.
(9.21), the cover opened out for display, Extremely Fine, ex Stephen Gates.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
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Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2789 )

2789

1899 (Sept. 15) envelope from Wuhu to New York (10.14), via Yokohama (9.26) and San Francisco (10.9), bearing
on reverse C.I.P. 10c (2), canceled by pakua, matching “Wuhu” bilingual origin c.d.s. (on front) and “Shanghai”
bilingual transit c.d.s. (9.17), and on front Japan Koban 20s with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (RRR) and “Shanghai/
I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (9.21), with additional “I.P.O.” framed tie-print of Shanghai, the cover opened out for display, Very Fine
double rate, ex Anna-Lisa and Sven-Eric Beckeman.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2790 )

112

2790

1901 (June 14) envelope from Wuhu to Philadelphia (7.18), via Nagasaki (6.23) and Yokohama (6.25), showing
“Wuhu” bilingual origin c.d.s. and “Shanghai” bilingual transit c.d.s. (6.17, on reverse), bearing France “Chine” 25c
with “I.P.O.” framed tie-print (RRR) and “Shang-hai/Chine” c.d.s. (6.18), the envelope with central vertical filing
fold and small piece added at top left edge where it was roughly opened and slightly reduced, all well away from the
stamps, Fine and immensely rare usage of the tie-print from Wuhu on French mail.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Kelleher and Rogers Ltd
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CONDITIONS OF SALE
THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND KELLEHER & ROGERS, LTD

BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in
the printed Catalog and in Hong Kong Dollars (HK$). Kelleher & Rogers (K&R),
as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall determine
the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. K&R reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or agent), to
re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging to
the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalog reflect the best judgment
of K&R and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest
bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between
bidders (including a dispute between a floor or Internet bidder and the auctioneer
acting on behalf of a mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should
a dispute arise after the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all
lots sold, a commission of 20% on the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the
auctioneer (Buyer’s Premium) together with any sales and use tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or
vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to
bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder
or agent or those of the auctioneer. (b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The
auctioneer will implement such reserve price by bidding on behalf of the consignor
vendor.
(c) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be
considered as a sale subject to commissions.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale
7), shall be as follows:
(a) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part thereof as K&R shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash, bank certified check, personal check,
Credit Card, PayPal or in such other manner as K&R may determine. No fees will be
assessed to credit card or PayPal payments. (please see below the two last lines of (b)
regarding disputes/claims for credit card/PayPal purchases).
(b) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before
K&R will send such lots, payment in full must be received by K&R within three
(3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder with
payment as per above in (a). However, a purchaser known to K&R at its option may
have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate payment. Mailed delivery will
be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by K&R of receipt of a sending at the
advised address shall constitute delivery. Buyer agrees and acknowledges that proof
of shipment to the address as provided is accepted as K & R completing said transaction and waives any rights to claims, objections or chargebacks with credit card
companies and/or PayPal. Any dispute that arises will be handled directly with K
& R and the client.
(c.) Payment may be made In US $ or HK $, please see invoice or contact the firm
for the exchange rate.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by K&R
as agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the
same may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late
payment charge of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not
made in accordance with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale
(“Non- Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure
to comply occurs, K&R may, at its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same
auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Dynasty
Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder
shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty,
as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales, all other charges due thereunder,
including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to K&R or to a
third party and all incidental damages. It shall be at K&R’s sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a Non-Complying
Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent
auction conducted by K&R. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale of a
re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) If K&R takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the
defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by K&R
to secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’ fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to
include any and all consultation by K&R with its attorneys with respect to all matters
arising out of a delinquent account.

(d) Unless otherwise acceptable to K&R, payment is to be made only in the form
of cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to
delivery of lots), or a bank wire transfer.
* Please contact our offices with shipping instructions.
WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION & INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY & AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for
on-premises inspection prior to the auction date upon written request and at K&R’s
discretion.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description as modified by any specific notations in this Catalog. (c) Quality. Any lot which
a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be returned to K&R within
two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by K&R within four weeks of the date of the auction;
however, K&R may, at its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. If an
opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period of time within which
a lot must be received by K&R will be extended in accordance with Condition of
Sale 8. In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference to a mutually
acceptable authority, and K&R thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be liable
for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser
and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are
not returnable except at the discretion of K&R: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalog; or (iv) lots described as having
repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10) items.
(d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a generally
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by K&R within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines
to express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under
Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws of the United
States, State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles
thereof.
SPECIAL CONDITIONS
Bids from Minors will not be accepted unless accompanied by a full cash deposit
or suitable guarantee. The auctioneer will not be responsible for loss or damage to
stamps or other items received inadequately housed or arranged. Lots purchased on
behalf of postal bidders will be forwarded by the most practical means at the risk
of the purchaser, who will bear all costs involved. Lots will not be available for inspection or collection in the auction room. Successful purchasers should collect their
purchases from our office. Lots bid on and bought by a vendor will be regarded as
sold and full commission will be payable. “Buy” or “At Best” bids are not accepted.
All prospective purchasers should quote their maximum buying price. In the event
of identical postal bids being received for any particular item, the bid received first in
our office will be that which is accepted.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the prior increment. Example: A $6003 bid will be reduced to $6000, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
EMAIL: stamps@kelleherasia.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first-come, first-served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Kelleher & Rogers, Ltd
35/F Central Plaza, 18 Harbour Rd., Wan Chai, Hong Kong
Telephone: +852 2593 1107 Fax: +852 3153 5543
Sale Location:
USA Headquarters under Management Agreement
22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit 53, Danbury, CT 06810, USA
Telephone: +1 203 830 2500 Fax: +1 203 297 6059

香港拍賣
拍賣規則
競買人以任何方式對拍賣品出價，均被視為完全接受Kelleher& Roger, LTD的拍
賣規則。
競拍
1.除非拍賣師宣布， 所有出價按印刷目錄的編號的單一項拍賣品並以港幣（HK$)
計算,， Kelleher & Rogers (K&R) 作為各個拍賣品賣家的代理人，應規範投標並
確定投標的方式。 K&R 保留在售出前撤回任何拍品的權利（並無需對任何潛在
購買者或代理人負責）、重新開拍任何撤拍的拍品、分拆或重新組合兩個或以上
同屬一個賣家的拍賣品，以及拒絕惡意競拍。印刷目錄裡的估價僅反映K&R對拍
賣品最好的評斷並非最低價或超預期低價。
2. (a) 投標應按照印刷目錄(ii)頁規定的出價增幅進行。 (ii) (b) 以拍賣師認可的最
高出價為準。如果投標人之間發生爭議（包括現場或互聯網投標人以及拍賣師代
表郵寄投標人、拍賣品賣家或供應商），拍賣師應單獨確定誰為中標人以及是否
重新拍賣有爭議的拍賣品.拍賣後如有爭議，以拍賣師的拍賣記錄為準。對於所有
售出的拍賣品，買家需向拍賣商支付成交價的 20% 佣金（買方溢價）以及任何銷
售和使用稅或關稅。

7. (a) 請參閱現場檢閱拍賣品時間表。在拍賣日期前將會有充分機會檢閱拍賣
品，請根據K&R的要求提交書面檢閱拍賣品申請。
(b) 每個拍賣品均根據本目錄各自的描述與特定的符號修改以正版和其正確描述
的形式出售。 (c) 質量。購買者認為描述不正確的任何拍品均可在該購買者（“
退貨購買者”）收到拍品後兩週內退還給 K&R，但前提是 K&R 在拍賣舉行之日
起 4 週內收到該拍品。拍賣;但是，K&R 可自行決定拒絕接受此類退回的拍品。
如果雙方達成需要權力機構意見裁定，K&R 必須收到拍賣品的時間將根據銷售條
款 8 延長。如果權力機構意見無法為雙方達成協議， K&R 隨後承諾按之前拍賣
品的描述重拍被退回拍賣品。如果 重拍的落槌價比原落槌價低，退貨方將承擔
K&R因差價所造成的損失以及重拍時的相關費用，例如佣金以及所有附帶損害。
所有拍賣品如因描述不一而退貨， 買家需以完整的原包裝退回不得調換包裝及拍
賣品。除獲得K&R同意，以下情況的拍品不可退還： (i) 買家在拍賣前有檢閱要退
回的拍賣品； (ii) 參與郵寄檢閱的拍賣品； (iii) 在本目錄中的表述與拍品外觀一
致； (iv) 拍品描述中有提及因任何原因而造成的修補或缺陷。 (v) 包含10件或以
上的混合拍賣品。 (d) 鑑真。任何被公認權威聲明為非真品的拍品均可退回，前
提是 K&R 在拍賣之日起四個星期內收到此類拍品。如果認可的專家認證意見為
不發表意見將不視為認可的退貨理由。
(e) 買方在根據拍賣規則條款 7 提交和退貨時產生的費用不予退還。

3. (a) 拍賣師保留代表客戶（以及拍賣品賣家或供應商）出價的權利，但不對在
執行出價指示時出現的錯誤和遺漏負責，無論這些錯誤或遺漏是源於投標人或代
理人或拍賣師。 (b) 拍賣品可以有保留價。拍賣師將通過代表拍賣品賣家或供應
商競拍的方式執行該保留價。
(c) 如拍賣品賣家或供應商戶或其代理人購買其擁有的拍賣品應被視為中標需收
取中標價和佣金。

適用法律、管轄權等。

付款

除非附有全額現金押金或適當的擔保，否則不接受未成年人的投標。拍賣師將不
對郵票或其他未妥善安置或安排的物品的丟失或損壞負責。代表郵寄投標人購買
的拍品將通過最實用的方式發送，購買者將承擔風險，並承擔所有相關費用。拍
賣品將無法在拍賣現場進行檢閱或提貨。成功的購買者應該到我們的辦公室領取
他們的購買的拍賣品。賣方投標和購買的拍品將被視為已售出，並將支付全額
佣金。直接購買或最佳出價將不予受理。所有準買家都應報出他們的最高購買價
格。如果任何特定的拍賣品收到相同的郵寄投標價格，我司首先會先受理最先收
到的書面標書。

4. 拍賣品付款應如下所示，請同時參考條款7之明細。
(a) 現場投標人。購買者應以現金、銀行本票、個人支票、信用卡、PayPal 或
K&R 可能決定的其他方式支付購買價格或 K&R 可接受的付款方式。 K&R不會
收取信用卡或 PayPal的手續 費用。 （請參閱下面最後兩行的關於(b) 信用卡/
PayPal 購買的爭議/索賠的 ）。
(b) 郵寄投標人。成功的郵寄投標人會在 K&R 發送中標拍品之前收到中標拍品通
知。 ，K&R 必須在郵寄投標人收到上述通知後的三 (3) 個工作日內如上述 (a) 中
的付款規定收到全額付款。然而，K&R 可以為特定的買家安排送貨或轉運以便買
家安排即時付款。郵寄交付將發送到投標書上的地址，K&R 證明已按照該地址發
送的證明即構成交付。買方同意並承認，K&R 接受所提供地址的發貨證明，即完
成上述交易，並放棄向信用卡公司和/或 PayPal 提出索賠、投訴或退款的任何權
利。出現的任何爭議將直接由 K&R 和客戶處理。
(c.) 可以以美元或港幣付款，信用卡和貝寶支付只能以美元結算。 請參閱發票或
聯繫本司了解匯率。
5. 在 K&R 作為拍賣品賣家或供應商的代理人收到全額付款之前，所有權不得轉
移給買方。
6. (a) 買方同意支付按照支付在條款4或條款8中修改後拍賣品的應付金額， 不得
延期支付。如有延付將收取每月2% 或購買總價的小部分金額的滯納金。

本次拍賣產生的所有事項均受美國康涅狄格州法律管轄，但不影響其法律選擇原
則。
特殊條款

出價增幅
12.請參閱（II）頁的出價增幅;如果競標價在出價增幅以外，競標價會遞減一個幅
度出價。例如：6003 美元的出價將減少到 6000 美元，等等。
電話投標
(a) 若非得到拍賣師允許，電話投標必須以書面確認。 。
(b) 任何錯誤均由投標人負責。
(c) 在銷售開始前 1 小時內不接受任何電話投標。
過電子郵件投標

(b) 如有未能遵守本規則的投標人，K&R可以自行決定把該投標人競拍所得的拍
賣品重新投入在本次拍賣或在以後的拍賣中， 或酌情決定如王朝拍賣以私人協議
形式出售。如有因未能遵守本規則的投標人對落錘價和淨收益間的不足造成損失
以及其他應付費用，包括支付給 K&R 或第三方，以及所有附帶損害無論是在重
新拍賣或私人協議出售，以及兩次出售的所有成本和費用 須由未能遵守本規則的
投標人支付相關的損失。 K&R 可自行決定是否在同一拍賣會、在適當時候通過
私下協議或在 K&R 進行的後續拍賣中重新開拍或出售未能遵守本規則的投標人
之前中標的拍品。在任何情況下，因重新報價拍品的銷售而產生的任何盈餘均無
需支付給未能遵守本規則的投標人。
(c) 如果 K&R 採取任何法律措施來確保對拖欠賬戶進行追收款項，違約購買者應
承擔 K&R 為確保此類收款而產生的所有法律和其他費用，包括但不限於合理的
律師費用。就本段而言，法律步驟一詞應被視為包括 K&R 與其律師就拖欠賬戶
引起的所有事項進行的任何和所有諮詢。

投標必須在拍賣開始前 1 小時收到，郵件必鬚髮至
電子郵件：stamps@kelleherasia.com

(d) 除非 K&R 另行接受，否則只能以現金、銀行支票或保付字票、個人支票（必
須在交付中標拍品之前清算）或銀行電彙的形式付款。

拍卖地點：

* 請聯繫我司提供交付出貨明細。

美國總部根據管理協議
22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit 53, Danbury , CT 06810, USA
電話：+1 203 830 2500 傳真：+1 203 297 6059

電匯明細：
請聯繫我們獲取電匯明細。
拍賣品展示與檢驗;品質與真品鑒定

拍賣現場電話競拍
現場電話競拍的數量有限，先到先得。請儘早安排安排預約！
如果英文版的拍賣規則與中文版翻譯有任何不同，以英文版為準。

Kelleher & Rogers, Ltd

香港灣仔港灣道 18 號中環廣場 35 樓
電話：+852 2593 1107 傳真：+852 3153 5543

Kelleher & Rogers
Fine Asian Auctions

Sale 35 Bid Sheet
15 December 2021

Ltd.

Headquarters: 22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit 53 • Danbury, CT 06810
Telephone: +1.203.830.2500 • Fax: +1.203.297.6059
stamps@kelleherasia.com • www.kelleherasia.com

Billing Address Information
Name _____________________________________Email______________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________________________________________

City _________________State/Province___________________ZIP Code___________Country________________

Phone (Day) _______________________(Evening)___________________________Fax_________________________

•

Please check box if this is a new address and indicate old ZIP (postal) code __________________________

Shipping Address Information (If different from billing address)

Address ______________________________________________________________________________________________

City _________________State/Province___________________ZIP Code___________Country________________

Bid Information

Please purchase on my behalf the following lots in your auction sale, 15 December 2021. I annex the highest
price I will pay for each lot, it being understood that you will buy for me as much below such limit as possible.
Please note that a Buyer’s Premium of 20% will be added to the hammer price as part of the total purchase price.
Your signature below indicates acceptance of all terms and conditions of this sale listed in this catalog.
SIGNATURE _____________________________________________DATE_____________________________________
The amount of your bids does not include a 20% Buyer’s Premium to be added to the hammer price of each lot.

Lot

Bid

Lot

Bid

Lot

You may increase my bids by the following
percentage
if necessary to win the lot (circle one)
10%
20%
30%
I understand that bids so increased will be reduced to conform to normal bidding intervals and that a Buyer’s Premium of 20% will be added to the total of all purchases.

Bid

Lot

Bid

Lot

Bid

Please limit my total purchases to:
$_________________
(not including Buyer’s Premium)
NOTE: Limits of less than HK $2,000 are respectfully
declined

REMOVE OR PHOTOCOPY FOR ADDITIONAL BIDS
Lot

Bid

Lot

Bid

Telephone: +852.2593.1107
Fax: +1 203 657 6059

Lot

Bid

Lot

Bid

Lot

Bid

A Buyer’s Premium of 20% will be added to
the hammer price of each lot

Bidding Increments (in HK$)
Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
$500 to $2,000: increase by $100
$2,000 to $4,000: increase by $200
$4,000 to $10,000: increase by $500
$10,000 to $20,000: increase by $1,000
$20,000 to $40,000: increase by $2,000

$40,000 to $80,000: increase by $5,000
$80,000 to $160,000: increase by $10,000
$160,000 to $300,000: increase by $20,000
$300,000 to $600,000: increase by $25,000
$600,000 to $1,000,000: increase by $50,000

$1,000,000 to $2,000,000: increase by $100,000
$2,000,000 to $4,000,000: increase by $200,000
$4,000,000 to $8,000,000: increase by $250,000
$8,000,000 to $10,000,000: increase by $500,000
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